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Have you ever dreamed of being able to purchase
from your wineries directly in the U.S.?
Without risking your cash flow with expensive Di's
or working with middle men whose margins kill the
product competitiveness...
Have you ever dreamed of your wineries having a
U.S. based marketing team to promote and
support their products?
Welcome to Lovemark Advanced Trading
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Tsereteli Wines & Spirits

D.O. Central Valley

Zurab Tsereteli Akhasheni Red

Chilano Cabernet Sauvignon

Zurab Tsereteli Alazani Valley White

Chilano Cabernet SauvignonMagnum

Zurab Tsereteli Alazani Valley Red

Chilano Red Blend

Zurab Tsereteli Kindzmarauli Red

Chilano Sauvignon Blanc

Zurab Tsereteli Kisi Qvevri White
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Bodegas Godeval
D.O. Valdeorra
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D.O. Tierra de Castilla

Godeval 2018-2019
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Godeval Cepas Vellas
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Godeval RE-VI-VAL -�
Godeval 1986 �'�

Descarao Semi-Sweet White
Descarao Semi-Sweet Rose
Descarao Semi-Sweet Red

■

Descarao Frizzante White

Pagos de Penafiel Roble

Cumplido Chardonnay

Pagos de Penafiel Crianza •

Cumplido Tempranillo

Pagos de Penafiel Reserva

Campo Amable
■
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Pagos de Penafiel Vendimia Selecci6n •
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Bodegas Anecoop
Dominio de Unx White Sur Lie
Dominio de Unx Rose
D.O. Valencia
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Amador Medrano Tempranilo
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El Encinal Terra • �
Medrano lrazu Selecci6n
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Bodegas Pomar

Carabal Rasgo 2015

Pomar Barrica

GP**
GP*

Bodegas Escudero

Pomar Crianza
Pomar Reserva 2010
■

D.O. Navarra

GP

Medrano lrazu Joven

D.O.Ribera del Duero

Carabal Gulae 2014
■

***
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Medrano lrazu Crianza

D.O.Ribera del Guadiana

Carabal Cavea 2014

GP

Las Aguzaderas Colecci6n Privada • � •

Vina Tendida White Moscato

Bodegas Carabal

Bodegas Medrano lrazu
D.O.Rioja

D.O. Navarra

■

Hijos de Antonio Polo
D.O.Ribera del Duero

Cumplido Airen

D.O. Mancha
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Bodegas Altovela
Without D.O.
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Lovemark Selection

Bodegas Vega Tolosa
D.O. Manchuela

Hoya del Carmen Tempranillo

Logos Chardonnay
Logos Rosado

Hoya del Carmen Macabeo

Logos Merlo!

Capricho Di Vino Sauvignon Blanc*

Logos Cabernet

Capricho Di Vino Viognier

Logos l@

Capricho Di Vino Rose

Logos II

Bobal Icon*
Finca Los Halcones Limited Edition 2017

D.O. Rioja

Arvum :I:�
Vidau

Finca Los Halcones Viognier

1r �n GP

*

Solar de Becquer Crianza
Solar de Becquer Joven
Solar de Becquer Reserva

1r

Solar de Becquer Gran Reserva
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NAMPE Malbec
Our family has its roots in the wine industry, with more than 80 years of experience.
Our grapes come from different soils, climates and regions of Mendoza. They all grow
in cold winters and dry, hot summers with cool nights, in rich soils irrigated by
meltwater from the Andes mountains.
All this makes it possible to obtain excellent quality, both in young and aged wines.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
Region/ Area

NAMP
M BEC

MENDOZA

Visual: Intense, shiny purplish red.

90% Lujan de Cuyo
10% Uco Valley
Producer

Olfatory: Intense and complex aroma of berries,

especially p lum, cherry, and raisin.

Familia Falasco
Type

Red

Gustatory: Sweet tannins, very well-balanced.

Interesting berries where plum stands out.

Grape

Malbec100%
Vintage

2020

ARGENJIU

Pairing: An ideal companion to grilled meat, pasta,

risotto and cheese.

Alcohol

14%

Temperatures: Serving temperature: 16° - 18° C.

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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NAMPE Cabernet Sauvignon
Our family has its roots in the wine industry, with more than 80 years of experience.
Our grapes come from different soils, climates and regions of Mendoza. They all grow
in cold winters and dry, hot summers with cool nights, in rich soils irrigated by
meltwater from the andes mountains.
All this makes it possible to obtain excellent quality, both in young and aged wines.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
Region/ Area

N

Visual: Elegant varietal of intense ruby color.

90% Lujan de Cuyo
10% Uco Valley
Producer

Olfatory: Complex aroma of ripe red berries and

hints of pepper, smoke, vanilla and tobacco.

Familia Falasco
Type

Red

Gustatory: Unctuous, harmonic, good structure in the

mouth with ripe and sweet tannins and an unforgettable
finish.

Grape

Cabernet Sauvignon 100%
Vintage

2020
Alcohol

Pairing: An ideal companion to grilled meat, pasta,

13.5%

risotto and cheese.

Temperatures: Serving temperature: 150 -1so C.

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING

I

WINECATALOG

I

WINESFROMARGENTINA
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NAMPE Chardonnay
Our family has its roots in the wine industry, with more than 80 years
of experience.
Our grapes come from different soils, climates and regions of Mendoza. They
all grow in cold winters and dry, hot summers with cool nights, in rich soils
irrigated by meltwater from the andes mountains.
All this makes it possible to obtain excellent quality, both in young
and aged wines.

NAMP

CHARDONNAY
--�

MENDOZA

Our Tasting

Producer

Visual: Golden yellow with green hues.

Familia Falasco
Type

White

1
Olfatory: Expresses a wide range of aromas,

combining pineapple and banana, with butter and

ARGEITIIA

Country

Argentina

toasted bread.

Grape

Chardonnay 100%
Vintage

2020
Alcohol

Gustatory: Velvety mouth, with a subtle, sweet

honey note, that grants great complexity to the

13%
Bot/ex

12

wine.

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Los Haroldos Estate Blend
Our family has its roots in the wine industry, with more than 80 years of experience.
Our grapes come from different soils, climates and regions of Mendoza; among cold
winters and dry, hot summers with cool nights. These conditions and the rich soils
irrigated by meltwater from the Andes mountains make it possible to obtain excellent
quality, both in young and aged wines.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

UcoValley

Visual and Olfatory: This Blend is the result of the

blending three grapes Varietals, oak aged enhancing

Producer

the virtues

Familia Falasco

of each grape, obtaining a wine of deep purplish black

Type

color and the nose where red fruits and spicy notes are

Red

perceived.

Grape

volume, accompanied by sweet and gentle tannins

60%Malbec
25% Cabernet Sauvignon
15% PetitVerdot

showing an elegant finish.

Vintage

Gustatory: The palate is presented with structure and

2019

Pairing: Red meat, poultry, pasta and semi-soft cheese.

Alcohol

14%

Temperature: Serving temperature: 16-18'C.

Aging

5 to 6 months in 3rd use American
Oak.
Bot/ex

Awards

•

:<

12

James Suckling

Decanter

Decanter

91 Points

96 Points - Gold Medal

90 Points - Silver Medal

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING

I

WINECATALOG

I

WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Los Haroldos Estate Bonarda
Our family has its roots in the wine industry, with more than 80 years of experience.
Our grapes come from different soils, climates and regions of Mendoza; among cold
winters and dry, hot summers with cool nights. These conditions and the rich soils
irrigated by meltwater from the Andes mountains make it possible to obtain excellent
quality, both in young and aged wines.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

UcoValley

Visual: Deep ruby red with purplish sparkles.

Producer

Familia Falasco

Olfatory: Notes of red fruit compote, black fruits

Type

and chocolate.

Red
Grape

100% Bonarda

Gustatory: Fruity attack highlighting the red fruit

Vintage

aromas and medium body.

2019
Alcohol

13.5%

Pairing: It goes well with grilled meat and vegetables,

and with pasta. Perfect pairing to venison ravioli in their

Aging

natural juice.

All the wine was aged in barrels
(50% American oak and 50%
French oak) for 6 months
Bot/ex

Temperature: Best served between 16 and 18 °C.

:<
LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

12

Awards

•

James Suckling

Decanter

91 Points

90 Points· Silver Medal

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Los Haroldos Estate
Cabernet Sauvignon
Our family has its roots in the wine industry, with more than 80 years of experience.
Our grapes come from different soils, climates and regions of Mendoza; among cold
winters and dry, hot summers with cool nights. These conditions and the rich soils
irrigated by meltwater from the Andes mountains make it possible to obtain excellent
quality, both in young and aged wines.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Valle de Uco - Agrelo - Lujan de
Cuyo

Visual: Intense, purplish ruby red.

Los HAROLDOS
JE§TA.TJE

Producer

Olfatory: Spiced with berries and black fruit such as

morello cherry and cassis. Notes of tobacco, chocolate

Type

and vanilla.

Red
Grape

CABERNET
SAUVIGNON

100% Cabernet Sauvignon

Gustatory: Refined, good tannic character, deep, long
ML DOZA ARGENTINA

Familia Falasco

aftertaste.

Aging

All the wine was aged in barrels
(50% American oak and 50%
French oak) for 6 months.

ESTATE BOTTLED

Pairing: Red meat, game, pasta with red sauce or pesto

Vintage

sauce, and semi-hard cheese.

2019
Alcohol

14%
°

Temperature: Best served between 16-18 C.

Bot/ex

12

:<
LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Los Haroldos Estate Chardonnay
Our family has its roots in the wine industry, with more than 80 years of experience.
Our grapes come from different soils, climates and regions of Mendoza; among cold
winters and dry, hot summers with cool nights. These conditions and the rich soils
irrigated by meltwater from the Andes mountains make it possible to obtain excellent
quality, both in young and aged wines.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Valle de Uco - Agrelo - Lujan de
Cuyo

Visual: Golden yellow with greenish nuances.

Producer

Familia Falasco

Olfatory: Complex aromas of tropical fruits intertwined

with touches of vanilla and tobacco from the oak.

Type

White
Grape

Gustatory: Unctuous, complex and persistent, with

100% Chardonnay

balanced acidity and touches of honey.

Vintage

2020
Alcohol

Pairing: It goes well with seafood.

13%
Bot/ex

LOS HAROLDOS
ESTATE

12

Temperature: Best enjoyed at 8 to 10 °C.

CHARDONNAY
;\RGEN
ESTATE BOTTLED

Awards
James Suckling

:<

91 Points

•
•

.

Tim Atkins MW

91 Points

.

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING

I

WINECATALOG

I

WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Los Haroldos Estate Malbec
Our family has its roots in the wine industry, with more than 80 years of experience.
Our grapes come from different soils, climates and regions of Mendoza; among cold
winters and dry, hot summers with cool nights. These conditions and the rich soils
irrigated by meltwater from the Andes mountains make it possible to obtain excellent
quality, both in young and aged wines.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Visual: Intense red with deep purplish sparkles.
Olfatory: Pronounced aromas of ripe red and black

fruits, with notes of its oak ageing.

Los HAR.OLDOS
E§'JrATJE

La Consulta-San Carlos
Producer

Familia Falasco
Type

Red

Gustatory: Soft attack and sweet tannins typical of

this Argentine variety. Good body with long, elegant
finish.

Grape

100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Aging

Pairing: Paired with matured cheese, tamale and

MALBEC

empanadas, and red meat. It goes really well with
kidneys with proveni;:al sauce.

1'iL DOZA ARGENTINA
ESTATE BOTTLED

All the wine was aged in barrels
(50% American oak and 50%
French oak) for 6 months.
Vintage

2019

Temperature: Best served between 16-18 ° C.

Alcohol

14%
Bot/ex

Awards

:<

12

Harpers Wine Stars

IWSC

MundusVini

5Stars

Silver Medal

Gold Medal

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Los Haroldos Estate
Sauvignon Blanc
Our family has its roots in the wine industry, with more than 80 years of experience.
Our grapes come from different soils, climates and regions of Mendoza; among cold
winters and dry, hot summers with cool nights. These conditions and the rich soils
irrigated by meltwater from the Andes mountains make it possible to obtain excellent
quality, both in young and aged wines.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Visual: Yellow with greenish sparkles.

Los HAR.OLDOS

UcoValley
Producer

Familia Falasco

Olfatory: Aromas reminiscent o f pink grapefruit and

E§'lrATE

fresh herbs with notes of tropical fruits and rue.

Type

White
Grape

SAUVIGNON
BLANC

Gustatory: Attractive personality, balanced acidity and

excellent aromatic complexity.
MlNDOZA ARGENTINA
ESTATE BOTTLED

100% Sauvignon Blanc
Vintage

2020
Alcohol

Pairing: Enjoyed as aperitif or to drink with seafood,

white meat and any kind of vegetables.

12.5%
Bot/ex

12

Temperature: Enjoy at 6 to 10 °C.

:�

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING

I

WINECATALOG

I

WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Los Haroldos Reserva Malbec
We are a family that is deeply rooted in the winemaking industry with over 70
years · experience.
The use of grapes from wines grown on different soil, climates and regions in
Mendoza, where winters are chilly, summers are dry and warm, nights are
cool, soil are rich and melt water from the Andes is used for irrigating them,
allows us to obtain a high quality product both in young wines and wines with
aging potential.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina

Visual: Deep red with very intense violet shades; clean

LOS HAROLD0S

and shiny.

Este vino es el homenaje
al emprendedor de nuestraJamilia,
Haro/do Santos Falasco.

D.O./Area

UcoValley
Producer

Olfatory: Complex aroma of berry; cherry, plum and

raspberry avor stand out as they combine with wood

Familia Falasco
Type

Red

notes, specially chocolate and vanilla.

Grape

Gustatory: Unctuous with ripe tannins; very

well-balanced, good astringency and acidity.

100%Malbec
Vintage

2018

Pairing: It is an ideal companion for red meat, game and

hard paste cheese.

14%

Temperature: Serving temperature: 150 - 130 C.

Mendoza Argentina

Alcohol

Awards

James Suckling

Descorchados

Decanter

91 Points

91 Points

95Points

Bot/ex

12

•

..

Tim Atkins

MundusVini

93Points

Gold Medal

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING

I

WINECATALOG

I

WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Los Haroldos Reserva
Cabernet Sauvignon
We are a family that is deeply rooted in the winemaking industry with over 80
years experience.
The vineyards where we obtain our wine are located at the foothills of the
Andes, where sunlight is intense, soils are heterogenous and climate is cool.
This allows us to obtain a high quality product both in young wines and wines
with aging potential.

Our Tasting

LOS HAROLDOS
Este vino es el homenaje
al emprentletlor tie nuestrafami/ia,
Haro/tlo Santos Falasco,

Visual: Intense ruby red, clear and shiny.

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Olfatory: Intense, complex, spicy with delicate touches

of vanilla, smoke, tobacco and coffee contributed by oak.

UcoValley
Producer

Familia Falasco

Gustatory: Good structure with soft tannins and a good

astringency.

Type

Red
Grape

100% Cabernet Sauvignon

Pairing: It is an ideal companion for red meat, and hard

cheese.

Vintage

2018
Alcohol

14%

Mendoza Argentina
Temperature: Serving temperature: 16° - 180 C.

Bot/ex

12

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Los Haroldos Reserva Chardonnay
We are a family that is deeply rooted in the winemaking industry with over 80
years experience.
The use of grapes from wines grown on different soil, climates and regions in
Mendoza, where winters are chilly, summers are dry and warm, nights are
cool, soil are rich and melt water from the Andes is used for irrigating them,
allows us to obtain a high quality product both in young wines and wines with
aging potential.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Visual: Intense gold with greenish shades, shiny, clean,

and pure.

UcoValley
Producer

Familia Falasco

Olfatory: Typical variety aroma that is reminiscent of

tropical fruit where the vanilla and the toasted notes

White

contributed by wood stand out.

Grape

Gustatory: Unctuous, complex and persistent, suitable

EJtr vino es el homrttajr al emprrndttlordr
nrmtrafamilia, Haro/ao Sarttos Falasco.

100% Chardonnay

alcohol-acidity balance; round and honeyed.

Vintage

Pairing: It is perfect match for sh and sea food.

Alcohol

Temperature: Serving temperature: so -10° C.

Bot/ex

2019

:'�

LOS HAROLDOS

Type

13.5%

12

Mendoza Argentina

Awards
James Suckling

Decanter

91 Points

90 Points - Silver Medal

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING

I

WINECATALOG

I

WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Los Haroldos Gran Corte
Varietals
LOS HAROLDOS GRAN CORTE, was born from the combination of di ferent
grapes that come from di ferent regions. T he diversity of soils, altitudes and
climates is re lected in the quality of the grapes and the characteristics that
each of them brings to the Gran Corte (Great Blend).
Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlo! are the heart of this great blend, providing a
strong spicy and elegant character. In turn, Malbec, Bonarda and Syrah provide
sweetness, volume in the mouth, and so tness. Finally the Petit Verdot, and
the Tanat, provide structure and robustness.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Visual: The result is an exceptional GRAND CORTE,

which shows intense ruby red color.

UcoValley
Producer

Familia Falasco

Olfatory: Its aromas of great complexity and elegance,

where there are notes of sweet spices, black pepper,
dried figs and dried fruits, interwoven with notes of
vanilla and cedar provided by the oak.
Gustatory: On the palate, it has a sweet impact at the

Type

Red
Grape

Cabernet Sauvignon 45%, Merlot
20%. Malbec 10%. Bonarda 10%, Petit
Verdot 5%, Syrah 5%, Tannat 5%

beginning, and refreshed by a pleasant and balanced

Vintage

acidity, with firm and robust tannins that give it a long

2017

and very persistent finish.

Alcohol

14t%

Pairing: Recommended to accompany grilled red

meats, lamb, game meats, stews, or strong cheeses.

Awards

•
:�

e
****

Bot/ex

12

James Suckling

Descorchados

Harpers Wine Stars

IWSC

TimAtkins

91 Points

94 Points

4 Stars

Silver Medal

91 Points

90Points

GD

GD

GD

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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FERUS Malbec

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
Region/ Area

Visual: At sight it has a purplish red color, with bluish

flashes.

100 % Valle de Uco, Altamira - Vista
Flores
Producer

Familia Falasco

Olfatory: Ripe red fruits and stone fruits predominate on

Type

the nose like plums, black cherries and raspberries,

Red

interwoven with subtle notes of vanilla provided by the oak.

Grape

Malbec100%

Gustatory: On the palate it has a sweet impact, where

they are found flavors of black and red fruits, of good
tension and freshness, with well integrated and structured
tannins, which give it a long and persistent finish.

Vintage

2019
Alcohol

14.5%
Bot/ex

12
Aging

Aging in French and American Oak
Barrels for 12 to14 months.

:<
LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS
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LO\1/EMI.\RI<
ADVANCED

TRADING

Jl]F
FAMILIA FALASCO
DESDE 1939

FERUS Blanc de Blancs

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
Region/ Area

Visual: Ferus Blanc de Blancs is pale greenish yellow in

color, fresh, intense.

100 % Valle de Uco
Producer

Familia Falasco

Olfatory: Complex to the nose, with citrus and

herbaceous notes, with subtle notes of white flowers.

Type

Red
Grape

Viognier 45%, Semillon 25%,
Sauvignon Blanc 20%. Torrontes 10%

Gustatory: On the palate it is fresh, unctuous and elegant,

with a long and persistent finish.

Vintage

2020
Alcohol

Pairing: Ideal to accompany fish, seafood cocktails,

cheeses and light pasta.

13%
Bot/ex

12
Aging

Aged for 3 months on its lees with a
batoneo regime, before splitting

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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LO\1/EMI.\RI<
ADVANCED

TRADING

Jl]F
FAMILIA FALASCO
-

- - - DESDE 1939 - - - - -

FAUSTO Malbec

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
Region/ Area

Visual: At sight it has a purplish color, with bluish

flashes.

100% Uco Valley, Vista Flores,
Tunuyan.
Producer

Familia Falasco

Olfatory: Ripe black fruits such as blackberries,

Type

blueberries, cherries and sour cherries predominate on

Red

the nose, along with spicy notes of rosemary and black
pepper, as well as soft notes of vanilla and liquor
provided by its aging in oak.

Grape

Malbec100%
Vintage

2019

Gustatory: On the palate it has a sweet impact, good

fat and volume, velvety and friendly tannins, and a long
and persistent finish.

Alcohol

14.5%
Bot/ex

12
Aging

French and American Oak Barrels for
12 to 14 months. 70% New Barrels

Awards

:<

•
Vinomanos

93Points

GD

LOS HAROLDOS
BODEGA &VINEDOS
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LO\1/EMI.\RI<
ADVANCED

TRADING

Jl]F
FAMILIA FALASCO
-

- - - DESDE 1939 -

- - -

Hermandad Malbec
Aged in French Oak Barrels for 12 months, medium toasted. Natural
Clarification.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
Producer

Visual: Hermandad Malbec 2016, has an intense

Familia Falasco

violet color with black-blue shades.

Type
Red
Grape

100%Malbec

Olfatory: Its aromas are reminiscent of ripe

Vintage

black fruits such as blackberries, ripe cherries
and plums, with floral hints as violets blended with

2017
Alcohol

spicy notes, vanilla and chocolate driven by the

14%

oaked toasty bouquet.

Bot/ex

12

Gustatory: It is full-bodied, large volume, sweet

tannins and velvety texture in the mouth with a
long finish.

Awards

FALASCO

Tim Atkins

Descorchados

Harpers Wine Stars

James Suckling

91 Points

94Points

4Stars

92Points

91 Points 92 Points

90Points

WINES

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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LO\1/EMI.\RI<
ADVANCED

TRADING

Jl]F
FAMILIA FALASCO
-

- - - DESDE 1939 - - - - -

Hermandad Blend
Hermandad Blend 2016, is the result of the harmonious combination of different
varietals. As instruments of an orchestra, each varietal contributes to this Blend notes,
aromas and flavors characteristic of the terroir from which they come.
The Malbec brings the sweet notes and the volume of the mouth, giving aromas of
blackberries, plum, cassis and sweet velvety tannins. The Cabernet Sauvignon brings
notes of red fruits and sweet spices, with robust tannins and good acidity.
The Merlot brings elegance, notes of wild berries and herbal. It balances and softens
the incidence of Malbec and Cabernet Sauvignon. Petit Verdot brings softness and
grease in the mouth, with hints of blackberries and blueberries.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
Producer

Visual: Exceptional Blend, with intense ruby red color

with violet hints.

Familia Falasco
Type

Red

Olfatory: Its aromas are extremely complex and

elegant, with notes of ripe black fruits, sweet spices,
tobacco and mocha, mixed with fresh floral notes.

Grape

Malbec 50%. Cabernet S auvignon
35%. Merlot 20%. Petit Verdot 15%
Vintage

2018

Gustatory: Intense and deep to the palate, presenting

notes of blackberries with a sweet firm tannic finish.

Alcohol

14.7%
Bot/ex

12

Awards

•
Tim Atkins

FALASCO

91 Points

91 Points 92 Points

WINES

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING

I

WINECATALOG

I

WINESFROMARGENTINA

..

Decanter

Descorchados

Harpers Wine Stars

James Suckling

93Points

95Points

5Stars

91 Points

GD

93Points

GD

GD

GD
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ADVANCED

TRADING

Jl]F
FAMILIA FALASCO
DESDE 1939 -

- - -

Hermandad Chardonnay

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
Producer

Familia Falasco

Visual: It shows a pale yellow colour with greenish

reflections.

Type

White

Olfatory: At the nose is concentrated and intense with

citrus, pineapple and green apple aromas, interwoven
with vanilla notes from the oak and some mineral

Grape

100% Chardonnay
Vintage

2018

characters from the soil.

Alcohol

Gustatory: With a great concentration and elegance,

at the palate the first impact is sweet, well balanced by
the natural acidity, with ripe white fruits and toast bread,

13,2%
Bot/ex

12

and light notes of vanilla. Its finish is longue and
persistent.

•
Tim Atkins

Descorchados

Harpers Wine Stars

James Suckling

91 Points

95Points

4Stars

92Points

.'

GD

GD

FALASCO
WINES
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�i�
BODEGA
�

VIAMONTE

Estancia La Calma Malbec

The signature of our Malbec in Lujan de Cuyo, Finca "La Augusta" is highlighted
in the violet aromatics and red fruit flavors of Malbec.
The 2017 shows heightened aromatics of this cooler vintage and an elegant
tannin structure derived from 18 months maturation in French.
The parcelt with which Montevia Gran Reserve is made has a vineyard dating
back to 1920, which is harvested by hand with extreme care to obtain the highest
quality wines from the winery.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Elegant and balanced red wine very fresh and
drinkable. lntence and brigth red color .
Aromas of ripe plum, sorne mint and a mineral
touch with the delicate contribution of oak.
On the palate it is pure elegance with well balance
tannins and good acidity .

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Bodega y viñedos Viamonte
Type

Red
Grape

Malbec
Vintage

2017
Alcohol

14.0%
Bot/cx

12

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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�i�
BODEGA
�

VIAMONTE

Montevia Oak Selection Malbec

There weren't rains, the day temperatures were warm and the nights
were cool. In ali my years as a winemaker I don't remember a harvest
with such excellent characteristics, both for reds and whites.
The red wines this year are really balanced in terms of acidity, they
have an elevated malic acidity and a spectacular tartaric balance
with respect to the alcohol.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Aromatic red with cherries and spice with hints of

Mendoza - Argentina

flowers. Medium body. Firm and fresh at the end with

Producer

sorne solid structure. Tightly wrapeped flavors of

Bodega y viñedos Viamonte

crushed dark plump, dried raspberry and cherry are

Type

supporter by tannins

Red
Grape

Malbec
Vintage

2018

Awards

Alcohol

14,0%
Bot/cx

12

--

JAMES SUCKLING
91 Points

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING

I
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�i�
BODEGA
�

VIAMONTE

Montevia Oak Selection Cabernet

'This harvest has been very traditional,' said the President of
Bodegas de Argentina.·
There weren't rains, the day temperatures were warm and the
nights were cool. In all my years as a winemaker I don't
remember a harvest with such excellent characteristics, both
far reds and whites.'

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

A soft style, with lush flavors of cherry,
currant and damson plum, filled with violet
notes.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Bodega y viñedos Viamonte
Type

Silky tannins show on the vibrant finish,
revealing plenty of cream and spice accents.

Red
Grape

Malbec

Green herbs on the midpalate and white
pepper notes emerge on the finish.

Vintage

2018
Alcohol

14,0%
Bot/cx

12

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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�i�
BODEGA
�

VIAMONTE

Montevia Suelos Reserva Malbec

The signature of our Malbec in Lujan de Cuyo, Finca "La Augusta" is
highlighted in the violet aromatics and red fruit flavors of Malbec.
The 2017 shows heightened aromatics of this cooler vintage and an
elegant tannin structure derived from 12 months maturation in
French.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

A lively red wine with very elegant aromas of plums and
blackberries. Soft, with flavors of cedars, dried cherry
and red currant that are fresh.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Bodega y viñedos Viamonte
Type

Lovely acidity keeps this balance. The rich finish is filled
with hints of a spice and cream.

Red

Grape

Malbec

Vintage

2017

Awards

Alcohol

14.0%

Bot/cx

12

--

JAMES SUCKLING
92Points

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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�i�
BODEGA
�

VIAMONTE

Montevia Gran Reserva Malbec

The signature of our Malbec in Lujan de Cuyo, Finca "La Augusta" is highlighted
in the violet aromatics and red fruit flavors of Malbec.
The 2017 shows heightened aromatics of this cooler vintage and an elegant
tannin structure derived from 18 months maturation in French.
The parcelt with which Montevia Gran Reserve is made has a vineyard dating
back to 1920, which is harvested by hand with extreme care to obtain the highest
quality wines from the winery.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Notes of elegant black fruit, black pepper,
graphite and minerality.hint of toasted oak. Juicy
and meaty on the palate with weel-integrate,
polished tannins. Full-bodied and refined with a
long, vevety finish. Definitely a great malbec of
argentina.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Bodega y viñedos Viamonte
Type

Red

Grape

Malbec

Vintage

2017

Awards

•
--

Alcohol

14.0%

Bot/cx

12

JAMES SUCKLING
94Points

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Lamuchi Malbec
A well built wine, that invites you to discover the
benefits of sunny areas and excellent maturation of Malbec.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

VISUAL: Intense purplish red color, clean and

Mendoza - Argentina

bright

Producer

OLFATORY: Clean nose that abounds in notes of

Type

ripe red fruit such as plums, figs and cherries with

Red

pleasant notes of quinces, a touch of spice and
something smoky

GUSTATORY: On the palate it is juicy, broad and
Dynamic with firm acidity and round tannins even
in youth , of great varietal and regional typicality ,
showing good character from the East of
Mendoza in its Flow of fruit and pleasant drinking
textures

Lamuchi Wines

Grape

100% Bonarda
Vintage

2019
Alcohol

13.5%
Bot/cx

12

PAIRING:ldeal to pair with semi hard cheeses of
good intensity, nuts and grilled
red meats

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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Lamuchi Bienteveo Torrontés

lt is a young and fresh wine that has excellent typical varietal and
terroir characteristics, both on the nose and on the palate.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

VISUAL: : Young, limpid and pale yellow in color

Mendoza - Argentina

with greenish reflections

Producer

OLFATORY: Intense and expressive aromas of

Type

white flowers that make itvery typical of the area

White

and attractive to the nose.Notes of jasmine,
chamomile, Lime and very interesting hints of
fresh herbs appear.

Lamuchi Wines

Grape

100% Torrontés
Vintage

2019

GUSTATORY: The aromas move to the mouth
with fluidity , very pleasant acidity that gives it
volume and breadth towards a pleasantly bitter
finish that distinguishes it as Torrontés.

Alcohol

13.2%
Bot/cx

12

PAIRING: Invites to pair it with meat , warm salads
with soft cheeses and roasted vegetables.

29

Lamuchi Extra Brut Rosé
A refreshing and Young sparkling. Expressive and satisfying
when drinking it. lts main characteristics show an adaptable
wine at ali times and circunstances.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

VISUAL: lts color and reflection of "onion skin" highlight

Mendoza - Argentina

the fineness of its bubbles. consistency and liveliness.

Producer

Bright and with excellent clarity.

Lamuchi Wines

OLFATORY: Clear and good expression. Aromatic.
subtle and elegant. At the first olfaction there is an
interesting perception of fresh red fruits. with notes of
cherries and quinces appearing, accompanied by floral
touches. Simple to understand.

GUSTATORY: Friendly and pleasant to drink. The
texture of its bubbles, the freshness and fine acidity,
manage to generate a delicious sensation throughout
the mouth. The finish is smooth. fruity and refreshing,

Type

Sparkling Rosé
Grape

Malbec & Chenin Blend
Vintage
2019
Alcohol
12,8%
Bot/cx
12

leaving the palate ready to continue drinking.

PAIRING: Meetings and meals makes almos! endless
the list of moments we can enjoy with this Extra Brut.
Appetizer. hot sunsets, entrees like salads. seafood, fish
and white meats. are jusi sorne of the options. lts also
perfect to accompany deserts and long alter meals.

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA
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MI ESTANCIA

Mi Estancia Reserva
Careful selection of grapes in the vineyard during its harvest
by hand. Once in the winery, a delicate destemming is carried
out and cooled befare its vatting.
lt is fermented for approximately 12 days, with the addition of
selected yeasts and controlled temperatures of 25°C. Then it
rests in masonry jars for 2 months and is put in American and
French barreis for a further 13 months. lt is packaged and
matures in the bottle for 5 months befare being sold.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

This interesting union of Malbec with
Cabernet Franc gives us a wine that shows
itself with inensive reds and deep tones. lts
aroma intertwines spicy perfumes with
memories of jammed red fruits.
Highlighting its rest in oak barreis for 13
months. lts passage in the mouth leaves
sensations of full body and good structure.
Showing the presence of pleasant tannins
and leaving a pleasant and persistent
memory.
Being a natural product and treated with
delicacy in its stabilization, it can sometimes
have small precipitates in the bottle.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Bodega Mi Estancia
Type

Red
Grape

Malbec50%
Cabernet Franc 50%
Vintage
2016
Alcohol

13.5%
Bot/cx
12

Ideal to accompany meals with wild meats
and meats rich in fat content such as beef
and lamb.
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MI ESTANCIA

Cabernet Franc
Careful selection of grapes in the vineyard during its harvest
by hand. Once in the winery, a delicate destemming is carried
out and cooled befare its vatting.
lt is fermented for approximately 11 days, with the addition of
selected yeasts and controlled temperatures of 25°C. Then it
rests in masonry pots for 4 to 5 months and is placed in
American and French wood for 6 months. lt is packaged and
matures in the bottle for 4 months befare being sold.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Wine of intense red colors with purplish
black tones. Spicy aromas that express its
aging in oak with notes of peppers, typical of
this varietal. Complex, well-structured and
full-bodied on the palate. With a lot of
personality.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Bodega Mi Estancia
Type

Red
Grape

Cabernet Franc
Vm 1mru

ABER ET FR

e

Being a natural product and treated with
delicacy in its stabilization, it can sometimes
have small precipitates in the bottle.

Vintage
2016
Alcohol
14.1%
Bot/cx
12
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MI ESTANCIA

Cabernet Franc
This emblematic varietal has an intense red color with purple
hues. Aromas that reflect its light stay with oak woods
combining with the memory of ripe red fruits. Unctuous,
full-bodied and marked personality, with sweet and friendly
tannins.
Being a natural product and treated with delicacy in its
stabilization, it can sometimes have small precipitates in the
bottle.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

This emblematic varietal has an intense red
color with purple hues. Aromas that reflect
its light stay with oak woods combining with
the memory of ripe red fruits. Unctuous,
full-bodied and marked personality, with
sweet and friendly tannins.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Bodega Mi Estancia
Type

Red
Grape

Malbec

V1nt 1mro

ALB C

Being a natural product and treated with
delicacy in its stabilization, it can sometimes
have small precipitates in the bottle.
Ideal to accompany ali kinds of red meat,
pasta and grilled river fish such as trout and
sea bream.

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMARGENTINA

Vintage

2016
Alcohol

14.0%
Bot/cx

12

33

MI ESTANCIA

Cuento Torrontes
Careful selection of grapes in the vineyard during its harvest by
hand. Already in the winery, a delicate destemming and cooling is
carried out before pneumatic pressing.
It is fermented for approximately 15 days, with the addition of
selected yeasts and controlled temperatures of 16°C. After the
respective cleaning and filtering processes, it is put into the bottle.

Our Tasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

T( ltROl'i Ir

Elegant wine of greenish yellows with steely
tones. Intense floral and citrus aromas.
Pleasantly broad and fresh, which leaves us a
long memory in the mouth.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Bodega Mi Estancia
Type

Red

Because it is a natural product and treated
with delicacy in its stabilization, it can
sometimes have small precipitates in the
bottle.

Grape

100% Torrontes
Vintage

2019
Alcohol

13.5%
Bot/ex

12
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BODEGA

FI LU S
Medrano Estate Malbec
Maceration: 3 days at s 0 c / 46°F. Alcoholic fermentation was
carried out with indigenous yeasts during 15 days at 25º -28ºC /
770 -82ºF. Afterwards, natural malolactic fermentation took place.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Visual: Nice violet color at first sight.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

:�:::,:•:·

l:\2):·: -=.=;-:.
�

..

Olfatory: In the nose, appear sorne red fruits,
plums and slight floral notes, with a sofi
toasted vanilla at the end.
Gustatory: In the mouth, it,, s a medium body
wine with plum and blackberry fruits
combined with toasty notes and sweet
tannins. Long finish.

Bodega Filus
Type

Red
Grape

100%Malbec
Vintage

2020
Alcohol

14.5%
Bot/cx

12
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BODEGA

FI LU S
Medrano Estate Cabernet
Maceration: 3 days at s 0 c / 46°F. Alcoholic fermentation was
carried out with indigenous yeasts during 15 days at 25º -28ºC /
770 -82ºF. Afterwards, natural malolactic fermentation took place.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Visual: Nice red and violet subtle colors.
CABERNET SA

�{;<;<•.:·
�

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Olfatory: In the nose, appear sorne black
fruits, slight mint and green notes with a sofi
toasted vanilla at the end.
Gustatory: In the mouth it's a medium body
wine, rich and spicy with complex mocha,
currant notes and a touch of toasty Jlavors
with integrated tannins.

Bodega Filus
Type

Red
Grape

100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Vintage

2020
Alcohol

14.5%
Bot/cx

12
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BODEGA

FI LU S
Medrano Limitado Malbec
c/

46°F. Alcoholic fermentation was
Maceration: 3 days at s 0
carried out with indigenous yeasts during 15 days at 25º-28ºC /
77°-s2°F. Afterwards, natural malolactic fermentation took place.
Aging: 50% of wine was aged in French oak barreis for 6 months.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Olfatory: In the nose, black fruit, licorice and
violet aromas stand out.

MALBEC
2020

Gustatory: In the mouth, it is a mild and ripe
wine with sweet tannins and medium body. lt
displays an elegant finish with light mint
notes.

A

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Bodega Filus
Type

Red
Grape

100%Malbec
Vintage

2020
Alcohol

14.5%
Bot/cx

12
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BODEGA

FI LU S
Medrano Barrel Select
Maceration: Three to five days at 8º C / 46°F. Alcoholic
fermentation was carried out with indigenous yeasts during 15 days
77º-82°F. Post-fermentative maceration for ten
at 25°-2s 0
days was followed by natural malolactic fermentation.

c/

Aging: 100% in new and second use French oak barreis for 10
months.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Visual: This Malbec displays a dark ruby red
color and purplish hues.
Olfatory: In the nose, it's intense with aromas
of raspberry, plum and licorice.
Gustatory: In the mouth, there are
enveloping plum confiture and raspberry
Jlavors with fine-grained sweet tannins, as
well as notes of blackcurrant, dark chocolate
and tobacco in the afiertaste. The wine has a
lingering and elegant finish and its oak aging
enhances and increases its complexity.
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Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Bodega Filus
Type

Red
Grape

100% Malbec.
Vintage

2019
Alcohol

14.5%
Bot/cx

12
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HllBIIIMB
GIN
Hilbing Malbec Gin
Coming from a 140 year old recipe and the creative talent of
Master Distiller Rolando Hilbing. The exquisite combination of
the five fine natural botanicals makes Hilbing Gin harmonious in
aroma and distinctive taste.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Mendoza - Argentina

• Fresh juniper berries from Patagonia.
• Malbec raisins.
• Petals of wild roses from the foothills of Mendoza.
• Roasted coriander seeds from the Pampean
region
• Linden flowers from centuries-old trees in the
Hilbing family home.

Producer

Walter Hilbing Distillery
Type

Gin
Grape

100%Malbec
Alcohol

40,0%

Awards

Bot/cx
12

--

DestillataAward

Bronze Medal
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W IN E S

OF SINS

Gula (Gluttony)
Going further, feeling on the other side of the limit ...
The beginning of ali sins.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

Gula

Wine with a great fruity expression, moderate
structure and great balance. lt presents violet
tones. Flawless to the eye, of great liveliness.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Wines of Sins
Type

Fresh nose. In the mouth it has a sweet entry,
with round, soft and ripe tannins.

;,:

Red
Grape

100% Malbec.
Vintage

2018
Alcohol

14.5%
Aging

6 Months French Oak Barreis
Bot/cx

12
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W IN E S

OF SINS

lra(Rage)
Going further, feeling on the other side of the limit ...
The beginning of ali sins.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

High-end young wine with a great fruity
expression, moderate structure and great
balance.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Wines of Sins
Type

lt presents violet tones. Flawless to the eye, of
great liveliness. Fresh nose. Red fruits stand
out, such as strawberry and plum; from the
wood a subtle hint of toast.

Red
Grape

100% Malbec.
Vintage

2019

On the palate it has a sweet entry, with round,
velvety, soft and ripe tannins. Very good
structure and long finish.

Alcohol

14%
Aging

10 Months French Oak Barreis
Bot/cx

12
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W IN E S

OF SINS

Avarizza Opulento (Avarice)

Going further, feeling on the other side of the limit ...
The beginning of ali sins.

OurTasting

Country

Argentina
D.O./Area

High intensity purple color with ruby
reflections. From persistent tears. lt is clear
and bright.

Mendoza - Argentina
Producer

Wines of Sins
Type

On the nose it presents a complex aromatic
and mineral attack. The fruitiness of the
Malbec stands out in combination with the
spice provided by the Cabernet Franc. With
notes of ripe plums, coffee, pepper and mint.
In the mouth it has a sweet entry, good body
and a persistent retro taste. Good structure
contributed by Petit Verdot and astringent
finish. Malbec wraps these two strains with
elegance and balance.

Red
Grape

60%Malbec.
22% Cabernet Franc.
18% Petit Verdot.
Vintage

2017
Alcohol

14%
Aging

16 Months French Oak Barreis

Round and sweet tannins.

Bot/cx

12
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Chilano Cabernet Sauvignon
The grapes were harvested between 7 and 28 April, when their organoleptic qualities,
aromas and tannins were at their best. The clusters were harvest to transported to the
winery and selected them.
There they underwent a pre-fermentative low-temperature maceration to bring out
the maximum colour and aromas. Then the must was fermented in stainless steel
tanks at a controlled temperature (26-28°C).

Our Tasting

Country

Chile

CHILEAN SOUL

CHIILANO
RID

Visual : This wine is deep, intense violet in colour with ruby

tones at the rim.

lO 'J

'Chile's Central Va/Ley, lying between the Pacific
Ocean and the Andes, enjoys a perfect climate
for winemaking. 1his allows the grapes to develop
the ripe fruit characters typical of our wines.'

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

D.O./Area

Central Valley
Producer

Vina Ventisquero

Olfatory: Intense and attractive on the nose, packed with

red fruit, raspberries, strawberries, blueberries and
blackcurrants.

Type

Red
Grape

Vin/age Go/lee/ion

Gustatory: This wine has good body and balanced acidity,

with ripe tannins and a good balance between fruit.
Pairing: Best served at between 16 ° C and 18 ° C. This wine

pairs well with ripe cheese, grilled meat, flavoured pastas or
soup.

CabernetSauvignon 85%
%Syrah15%
Vintage
2019
Alcohol

13,5%
Bot/ex
12
Capacity

7501
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Chilano Cabernet Sauvignon Magnum
The grapes were harvested between 7 and 28 April, when their organoleptic qualities,
aromas and tannins were at their best. The clusters were harvest to transported to the
winery and selected them.
There they underwent a pre-fermentative low-temperature maceration to bring out
the maximum colour and aromas. Then the must was fermented in stainless steel
tanks at a controlled temperature (26-28°C).

CHILEAN SOUL

CHilllAN!O
RI I

Our Tasting
Visual : This wine is deep, intense violet in colour with ruby

tones at the rim.

Country

Chile
D.O./Area

Central Valley
Producer

Vina Ventisquero

Olfatory: Intense and attractive on the nose, packed with

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Vin/aye Go/lee/ion

red fruit, raspberries, strawberries, blueberries and
blackcurrants.

Type

Red
Grape

Gustatory: This wine has good body and balanced acidity,

with ripe tannins and a good balance between fruit.
Pairing: Best served at between 16 ° C and 18 ° C. This wine

pairs well with ripe cheese, grilled meat, flavoured pastas or
soup.

CabernetSauvignon 85%
%Syrah15%
Vintage
2019
Alcohol

13,5%
Bot/ex
12
Capacity

1500ml
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Chilano Sauvignon Blanc
The grapes were harvested between 2 and 17 March, when the grapes had reached
the peak of their aromatic potential. The clusters were harvested in the cool
temperatures of night to obtain the best possible quality.
The must was protected from contact with the air throughout the process, which
began with a cold maceration for 6 to 12 hours to increase contact between the juice
and skins of the grapes and boost the aromatic potential. Next came a slow
fermentation at temperatures ranging from 13 ° C to 15 ° C, drawing out the variety's
typical fruit and mineral aromas.
After fermentation, the wine was aged over its lees for one month, and battonage was
used to gently move it so as to maximize the contribution of the wine coming into
ontact with the fine sediment.
CHILEAfrll

r "

CHiltA.NIO
--

WHITE WINE

Our Tasting

Country

Chile

--

2020

'Chile's Central Valley, lying between the Pacific
Ocean and the Andes, enjoys a perfect climate
for winemaking. 'fhis allows the grapes to develop
the ripe fruit characters typical of our wines.'

SAUVIGNON BLANC
Vin/age Go/lee/ion

Visual : Pale green with crystalline aspect.
Olfatory: Expressive, fresh and mineral wine, in which

�

citrus and tropical fruit aromas such as lime, pineapple and
pear intermingle with gentle herbal notes.

E OF CHILE

Gustatory: Medium bodied and vibrant acidity, this wine

retains the characteristic freshness of Sauvignon Blanc,

D.O./Area

Central Valley
Producer

Vina Ventisquero
Type

White
Grape

100% Sauvignon Blanc

with citrus and tropical fruit apparent in the mouth.

Vintage

Pairing: Best served at between 8'C and 10'C. This wine

Alcohol

pairs well with mature cheese, red meat, pork, lamb and

13,5%

fatty and well-seasoned dishes.

Bot/ex

2019

12
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Chilano Sauvignon Blanc Magnum
The grapes were harvested between 2 and 17 March, when the grapes had reached
the peak of their aromatic potential. The clusters were harvested in the cool
temperatures of night to obtain the best possible quality.
The must was protected from contact with the air throughout the process, which
began with a cold maceration for 6 to 12 hours to increase contact between the juice
and skins of the grapes and boost the aromatic potential. Next came a slow
fermentation at temperatures ranging from 13 ° C to 15 ° C, drawing out the variety's
typical fruit and mineral aromas.
After fermentation, the wine was aged over its lees for one month, and battonage was
used to gently move it so as to maximize the contribution of the wine coming into
CHILEAN SOUL

CHILA.NIO
-

-

WHITE WINE

-

-

2020

'Chile's Central Valley, lying between the Pacific
Ocean and the Andes, enjoys a perfect climate
for winemaking. ]his atlows the grapes to develop
the ripe fruit characters typical of our wines.'

ontact with the fine sediment.

Our Tasting
Visual : Pale green with crystalline aspect.

Country

Chile
D.O./Area

Central Valley

SAUVIGNON BLANC
Vin/aye Co/lee/ion

Olfatory: Expressive, fresh and mineral wine, in which

citrus and tropical fruit aromas such as lime, pineapple and
pear intermingle with gentle herbal notes.
WINE OF CHILE

Gustatory: Medium bodied and vibrant acidity, this wine

Al( 11.\�, il VOl

CENTRAL VALLEY

retains the characteristic freshness of Sauvignon Blanc,

Producer

Vina Ventisquero
Type

White
Grape

100% Sauvignon Blanc

with citrus and tropical fruit apparent in the mouth.

Vintage

Pairing: Best served at between 8'C and 10'C. This wine

Alcohol

pairs well with mature cheese, red meat, pork, lamb and

13,5%

fatty and well-seasoned dishes.

Bot/ex

2019

12
Capacity

1500ml
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Chilano Red Blend
The grapes were harvested between 4 and 26 April, when their organoleptic qualities,
aromas and tannins were at their best. The clusters were then transported and
selected.
The clusters were destemmed and crushed, then put into stainless steel tanks. There
the grapes underwent a pre-fermentative maceration to draw out the maximum colour
and aromas. Then the must was fermented at controlled temperatures (24° C-26°C).

Our Tasting
Visual : Deep ruby red in colour
Olfatory: The nose reveals deep red fruit, such as

raspberries and strawberries, which makes this wine a
complex wine with a very interesting nose.
Gustatory: Elegant and good volume en mouth, with long

lasting tannins, that give it a surrounding body with a clean,
Ion g and persistent finish.
Pairing: Best served at between 16 ° C and 18 ° C. This wine

pairs well with rip cheese, red meat and duck.

Country

Chile
D.O./Area

Central Valley
Producer

Vina Ventisquero
Type

White
Grape

Cabernet Sauvignon 85%
Syrah15%.
Vintage

2019
Alcohol

13,5%
Bot/ex

12
Capacity

750 and 1500ml
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AKHASHENI

Made from specially selected, absolutely healthy and optimal ripeness of
Saperavi grapes grown in the Akhasheni micro zone of the Gurjaani region.
The wine is made according to the classical technology, in strict
observance of the temperature regime of alcoholic fermentation
(fermentation temperature + 25 º C).

ZURAB
TSERETELI

When the wine reaches the optimal alcohol and residual sugar content,
alcoholic fermentation is artificially stopped by sharp cooling of the boiling
mass. Further, the wine is stored with residual sugar in stainless steel
containers at a low temperature (-3 º C), which also increases the physical
and chemical stability of the wine. Microbiological stability of wine is
achieved by sterile filtration.

OurTasting
lt is characterized by the usual strong Saperavi
aroma with notes of plum and cherry. Indispensable
as an aperitif, also served with dessert.

Country

Georgia
Producer

Zurab Tseretelli
Type

Natural Semisweet. Red Wine
Grape

Saperavi 100%
RED SEMI SWEET

AIHASHENI

Awards

2017
Alcohol

�b�8J6íl
1.

Vintage

11.5%

..

Bot/cx
12

CWSA

Bronze Medal
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WINE & SPIRITS

ALAZANI VALLEYWHITE

Made from optimally ripe Rkatsiteli grapes grown in the Alazani River
basin, Eastern Georgia, Kakheti.
The wine is made according to the classic technology, participates in
alcoholic fermentation only in the self-purified sweetening mode, with
strict control of the fermentation temperature (fermentation temperature +
25 º C).
Alcoholic fermentation is artificially stopped by sharp cooling of the boiling
mass, alter which the wine is stored with residual sugar in stainless steel
thermostats at a low temperature (-3 º C). Microbiological stability of wine
is achieved by sterile filtration.

ZURAB
TSERETELI

OurTasting

Country

Georgia

Differs in straw color, delicate harmonious aroma,
pleasant sweetness in laste. Served with desserts.

Producer

Zurab Tseretelli
Type

Semisweet, White Wine
Grape

Rkatsiteli 100%
Vintage

2016

WHITE SEMI SWEET

ALAZANI VALLE Y
H'.l'b6ílb 3'.lCíl

Alcohol

11,0%
Bot/cx

12
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WINE & SPIRITS

ALAZANI VALLEY RED
Made from Saperavi grapes grown in the Alazani River basin in Kakheti,
Eastern Georgia.
The wine is made according to the classical technology, with strict
adherence to the temperature regime of alcoholic fermentation
(fermentation temperature + 25 º C).

ZURAB
TSERETELI

Alcoholic fermentation is artificially stopped by sharp cooling of the boiling
mass, after which the wine is stored with residual sugar in stainless steel
thermostats at a low temperature (-3 º C). Microbiological stability of wine
is achieved by sterile filtration.

OurTasting
Country

lt is characterized by intense red color, delicate and
harmonious aroma, pleasant sweetness in laste,
optimal acidity level.
Used as an aperitif, also served with dessert.

Georgia
Producer

Zurab Tseretelli
Type

Semisweet. Red Wine
Grape

Saperavi 100%
Vintage
RED SEMI SWEET

AlAZANI VALLE Y
�C�'b6ílb 3Híl

2018
Alcohol

11.0%
Bot/cx

12
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Kindzmarauli

Made from Saperavi grapes grown in Eastern Georgia, in Kakheti, Kvareli
region, on the left bank of the Alazani River, in the Kindzmarauli micro zone.
The wine is made according to the classical technology, in strict
observance of the temperature regime of alcoholic fermentation
(fermentation temperature + 26 º C).
U pon reaching the optima! sugar and alcohol content in young wine,
alcoholic fermentation is artificially stopped by sharp cooling.

ZURAB
TSERETELI

OurTasting
The wine has a pomegranate color, developed
aroma and taste, tones of cherry and wild berries.
Residual sugar and natural acidity of the wine are
harmoniously combined with each other, resulting in
a wine with special flavor characteristics.
Recommended to be served with dessert,
appetizers, as well as fried meat and cheese

Country

Georgia
Producer

Zurab Tseretelli
Type

Natural Semisweet, Red Wine
Grape

Saperavi 100%
Vintage

2018

Awards

Alcohol

12,5%
Bot/cx

12
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KISIQVEVRI
Made from Kisi grapes grown in the micro zone of Kindzmarauli. Kvareli region
on the left bank of the Alazani River in Eastern Georgia, in Kakheti.
The wine is made using classic Georgian technology. Alcoholic fermentation
and aging of chacha take place in jugs until next spring after harvest. Since the
crests are not used, the wine differs in aroma and laste. but at the same time
contains the optimal amount of phenolic compounds, does not differ in
excessive bitterness and juiciness.
During alcoholic fermentation. chacha is mixed with qvevri 6-7 times a day,
achieving complete extraction of aromatic and other substances from chacha,
therefore, the wine has rich aromatic and laste characteristics.

ZURAB
TSERETELI

Wine contains especially many beneficia! substances far health; this indicator
is often surpassed even by red wine made using classical technology.
Alter kvevri, the wine continues to mature in oak barreis far 6 months.
The temperature regime is strictly controlled both in qvevri and in barreis.

Country

Georgia

OurTasting

Producer

Zurab Tseretelli

Wine color - amber. aroma - strong, ripe fruit. varietal.
The laste is full, velvety. Recommended to be served
with red fish and meat, as well as matured cheeses.

Type

Dry Amber, White Wine
Grape

Kisi100%
Vintage

2017
Alcohol

13,0%
Bot/cx

12
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MUKUZANI
Made from Saperavi grapes grown in the Mukuzani microzone. Gurjaani region
of Eastern Georgia, Kakheti, on the right bank of the Alazani River.
The wine is made according to the classical technology, in strict observance of
the temperature regime of alcoholic fermentation (fermentation temperature +
26 º C)
After completion of alcoholic fermentation, the wine is stored in a metal
container for 3 months, then in an oak barrel until August. In the process of aging
in barreis. the characteristics of the wine are refined. As a result of strictly
controlled micro-oxygenation, the wine acquires an optima! combination of

ZUR B
TS� ETELI

laste characteristics characteristic of Saperavi grown in the Mukuzani
microzone. with aroma and laste characteristics transferred from oak to wine.

OurTasting
The wine is distinguished by a dark pomegranate
color, developed aroma and laste, where the tones of
cherry and black curran! are harmoniously combined
with a light vanilla aroma.

Country

Georgia
Producer

Zurab Tseretelli
Type

Dry, Red Wine
Grape

Recommended to be served with meat dishes,
especially with lamb.

Saperavi 100%
Vintage

2015

Awards

Alcohol

13,0%
Bot/cx

12

CWSA

GoldMedal
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SAPERAVI QVEVRI
Made from Saperavi grapes grown in Eastern Georgia, Kakheti, in the Duruji
river basin. The vineyard is 65 years old. Harvesting takes place in late autumn.
For the production of wine only selected, special quality grapes are used.
The wine is made according to the classic Kakhetian technology, under
conditions of alcoholic fermentation and subsequent aging on chacha, under
strict temperature control (fermentation temperature + 26 º C) in qvevri. The
use of kvevri ensures the formation of special organoleptic characteristics
characteristic of wine. Wine is especially rich in nutrients, which is associated
with long-term contact of wine with chacha.
Alter the completion of alcoholic fermentation, the wine remains in qvevri on

ZURAB
TSERETELI

the chacha until the spring of next year, then it is stored in oak barreis for the
next 12 months. Using oak barreis, a wine with naturally stable unique laste
characteristics is obtained.

OurTasting

Country

Georgia

The wine is distinguished by dark pomegranate color,
developed varietal aroma and velvety laste, where the tone

Producer

Zurab Tseretelli

of black curran! is harmoniously combined with the sharp

Type

aroma of cloves, vanilla and the laste of oak barreis.

Dry, Red Wine
Grape

Recommended to be served with meat dishes and with
aged cheeses.

Saperavi 100%
Vintage

2015

Awards

Alcohol

13,5%
Bot/cx

12

CWSA

Decanter

GoldMedal

Silver Medal
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SAPERAVI

Produced in Eastern Georgia, in the Kvareli region, in the Duruji river basin,
using specially selected absolutely healthy and optimally ripe Saperavi
grapes.
The wine is made according to the classical technology, in strict
observance of the temperature regime of alcoholic fermentation
(fermentation temperature + 25 º C). After fermentation of alcoholic and
malic acid, the wine is kept for severa! months in stainless steel containers,
and then in oak barreis.
The wine is filtered in an economical mode, which ensures maximum
preservation of the organoleptic characteristics of the wine.

ZURAB
TSERETELI

OurTasting
The wine has an intense pomegranate color, developed

Country

Georgia
Producer

Zurab Tseretelli

varietal aroma, which is dominated by tones of cherry
and black plum, harmoniously combined with the aroma
of oak. Recommended to be served with difieren! types
of meat dishes and cheese.

Type

Dry, Red Wine
Grape

Saperavi 100%
Vintage

Awards

2018
Alcohol

12,5%
Bot/cx

12
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RKATSITELI
Made from grapes of optima! ripeness of the Rkatsiteli variety grown in the
Kindzmarauli microzone, on the left bank of the Alazani River in Eastern
Georgia, in Kakheti, Kvareli region.
The wine is made according to the classical technology, in strict
observance of the temperature regime of alcoholic fermentation
(fermentation temperature + 16 º C). Gravity wort is used to make wine.
A short cold maceration on the pulp is used before alcoholic fermentation.

ZURAB
TSERETELI

After the completion of alcoholic fermentation, the wine is stored in a metal
container for 3 months, then 12 months in an oak barre!.

OurTasting
The wine has a yellowish-straw color, harmonious
taste, with aromas of ripe quince and apricot.
Recommended to be served with white meat,
seafood dishes, as well as matured cheeses.

Country

Georgia
Producer

Zurab Tseretelli
Type

Dry. White Wine
Grape

WHITE DRY

Alter the completion of alcoholic fermentation, the
wine is stored in a metal container for 3 months, then
12 months in an oak barre!.

RlAJSIJELI
hnBnm:icn
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Rkatsiteli 100%
Vintage

2016
Alcohol

12.0%
Bot/cx

12
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BLACK
BELLOW

The Black Bellow Collector's Edition

+

And you finally reach that destination: the road is over.
The time has come to decide.
You look at the horizon, you are afraid. But you know you have nothing to lose,
and the only moments in which it was worth living come back to your mind.
Live with passion. Unleash your inner beast.

Our Tasting
Visual : Clean wine of medium layer of violet red color

Country

with cherry iridescence.

Spain

Olfatory: Intense red fruits mixed with fresh

licorice-like notes. occupy the central aroma of this
wine. That, after seconds of stirring, develops sweet

Producer

Pago del Vicario
Vintage

2018

aromas of vanilla, coffee with milk and hints of
Ill[

BLACK

toffee-type caramel.

BELLOW

UNLEASH THE BEAST WITHIN
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

Gustatory: Smooth, dense and sweet entry. The

aromas that stood out on the nose in aeration, are
reinforced in the mouth, caramel of coffee with milk,
reminiscent of the passage of American barrels of this

Alcohol

14.5%
Type

Red
Grape

Cabernet Sauvignon

wine.

Bot/ex

Medium aftertaste with a fresh sensation, which helps to

12

renew the palate.

Not available in

New Jersey. New York
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Montebajo White
Mechanized nocturnal and traditional harvest. Destemming, pneumatic presses
and cleaning of musts. Controlled fermentation at 16°c. Filtered and stabilized
by cold before bottling.

Our Tasting

Visual: Pale yellow with greenish tones.

Country

Spain
Producer

Bodegas Altovela

Olfatory: Frank and fruity

Alcohol
11%

Gustatory: Frank and light with a wide aftertaste.

�

White

MO

�EP.

�'-<,�v,
�-;:.,

Type

Pairing: White fish, seafood and also fresh and

'

Bot/ex
12

semi-cured cheeses

8

tl?t1t-1

Berliner Wine
Trophy

Gold Medal
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0 Watch Video

Montebajo Red
Selected manual vintage. Destemming and later must maceration. Daily
automatized remounts to extract colour and aromes. Controlled fermentation at
25°-2s0 c in stainless steel tanks. After malolactic fermentation, filtered,
clarified and stabilized by cold before bottlling.

Our Tasting

Visual: Deep cherry color.

Country
Spain
Producer

Olfatory: Fresh fruit aroma, ripe tannins.

Bodegas Altovela
Alcohol
12,5%

Gustatory: Fine reduction and long aftertaste.

Pairing: Read meat, goose and pheasant.
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Red
Bot/ex
12
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Descarao Semi-Sweet White
Maceration with skins at low temperature for 8 hours to extract aromes;
stripping and fermentation at 15°C.
Once go of alcohol is reached, the fermentation is stopped by cold in a natural
way, in this way we achieve that sugars remain unchanged in the wine and, in the
mouth we can perceive a naural sweetness. This process is carried out in
isobaric stainless steel tanks that allow to keep part of the carbon generated in
the fermentation, which gives the wine that nautral needle so caracteristic.

Our Tasting

Visual : Golden yellow, clear and transparent.

Country

Spain
Producer

Olfatory: Strength and fresh, with notes of banana and

tropical fruits.

Bodegas Altovela
Area/Region

Vino de la T ierra de Castilla

Gustatory: Fresh and delicated due to its natural

needle that confers complexity and structure.
Magnificent acidity whith fatty structure.

Vintage

Mid September
Alcohol

10%
Type

Pairing: Ideal with salad and cold snacks

White
Grape

100% Tempranillo
Bot/ex
12
Not available in

New Jersey. New York
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Descarao Semi-Sweet Rose
Maceration with skins at low temperature for 8 hours to extract aromes;
stripping and fermentation at 15°C.
Once 9°-10° of alcohol is reached, the fermentation is stopped by cold in a
natural way, in this way we achieve that sugars remain unchanged in the wine
and, in mouth, we perceive a natural sweetness. This process is carried out in
isobaric stainless steel tanks that allow to keep part of the carbon generated in
the fermentation, which gives the wine that nautral needle so caracteristic.

Our Tasting
Visual : Deep pink, bright and clear.

Country

Spain
Producer

Olfatory: Wild fruits such as strawberries and

raspberries predominate.

Bodegas Altovela
Area/Region

Vino de la Tierra de Castilla

Gustatory: Fresh and delicated, medium structure.

Pleasant in the mouth thanks to its natural needle which
confers complexity. Magnificent acidity with fatty

Vintage

Mid September
Alcohol
10%

structure
Type

Rose

Pairing: Ideal with salad and cold snacks

Bot/ex
12
Not available in

New Jersey, New York
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Descarao Frizzante White
A rigorous selection of noble varieties and a careful preparation at controlled
temperature gives rise to this young and fresh frizzante, with a fine and
persistent bubble.

Our Tasting

Visual : Pale yellow with Green tones.

Country

Spain
Producer

Olfatory: Fruity and floral.

Bodegas Altovela
Area/Region

Vino de la Tierra de Castilla

Gustatory: Came easily into the mouth. Pleasant and

light sweetness and a well-assembled acidity.

Alcohol

5,5%
Type

White Frizzante

Pairing: Ideal with appetizers, vegetables, seafood,

pasta, rice, fish, white meat and soft cheeses.

Grape

100%Airen
Bot/ex

0

!).'

, n ,..

o

f:RIZZ�NTE:'7

12
Not available in
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Cumplido Airen
Mechanized nocturnal and traditional harvest. Destemming, pneumatic presses
and cleaning of musts. Controlled fermentation at 16°c. Filtered and stabilized
by cold before bottling.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
Area/ Region

Visual : Clean yellow.

Vino de la Tierra de Castilla
Producer

Bodegas Altovela

Olfatory: Pleasant fruity aromes.

Vintage

2019
Alcohol

Gustatory: Balanced and taste in the retronsal phase.

11,5%
Type

White

Pairing: Cod, trout, seafood and fish in general.

Grape

100%Airen
Bot/ex

12
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Cumplido Chardonnay

Our Tasting

Visual : Golden yellow with lemon tones and very bright.

Country

Spain
Area/ Region

Olfatory: Complex nose. Good intensity. White fruits.

Toasted and balsamic.

Vino de la Tierra de Castilla
Producer

Bodegas Altovela

Gustatory: Tasty, with a very harmonious and balanced

palate. Mineral, with a toasted and citrus aftertaste. Well
integrated Wood.
Pairing: Oysters, smoked, low-fat meats and fresh cheeses

Vintage
2019
Alcohol
12,5%
Type

White
Grape

Chardonnay
Bot/ex
12
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Cumplido Tempranillo
Selected manual vintage. Destemming and later must maceration. Daily
automatized remounts to extract colour and aromes. Controlled fermentation at
2so-2s0 c in stainless steel tanks. After malolactic fermentation, filtered,
clarified and stabilized by cold before bottlling.

Our Tasting

Visual: Deep garnet color with a ruby-toned shine.

Country

Spain
Area/ Region

Gustatory: With a pleasant body, it exhibits soft tannins

that support the flavors of a prolonged taste in the mouth.

Vino de la Tierra de Castilla
Producer

Bodegas Altovela

Pairing: Read meat, goose and pheasant

Vintage

2019
Alcohol

13%
Type

Red
Grape

100% Tempranillo
Bot/ex

12
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Campo Amable
Selected manual harvesting of vineyards over 40 years old. Destemming and
subsequent maceration of the must with skins with daily pumping over for the extraction
of color and primary aromas at 1soc.
Controlled fermentation between 25 to 28°C in stainless steel tanks. After malolactic
fermentation, it is aged in American and French oak barrels for twelve months. Later we
filter, clarify and stabilize by cold before bottling. Aged in bottle for another 12 months.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
Area/ Region

Visual : Ruby red with cherry tones, clean and bright

DO Mancha
Producer

Bodegas Altovela

Olfatory: Complex aromas of ripe fruit on the nose,

along with vanilla, balsamic and licorice, notes of spices.

Vintage

2015
Alcohol

13.5%

Gustatory: Very soft and velvety on the palate. Round,

elegant and harmonious.

Type

Red
Grape

Pairing: Red meats, stews and cured cheeses.

100% Tempranillo
Bot/ex

12

Awards

rnjOl.::

DEOROH019

ffil
li1

-- --

Quijote de Oro

Gilbert & Gaillard

Gran Selecci6n

Espana Seleccion

China Wine and

Gold Award

Gold Award

Silver Award

Gold Award

Spirits Awards

♦4·1€8
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Anecoop Bodegas
Dominio de Unx White Sur Lie
Our white Grenache project began 10 years ago, recovering the plant material
from old vines and using it to plant our white Grenache on well ventilated hillside
soils at an altitude of 650 m (brushland). The must is fermented at a controlled
temperature. Once fermentation has finished, the fine lees are worked on to
extract all of the variety's positive attributes.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Brilliant, clean, straw-yellow colour, with

metallic hints.

DO. Navarra
Producer

Bodegas San Martin

Olfatory: Subtle aromas, with dominant floral and

Type

white fruit hints and a mineral finish. Subtle menthol,

White

citrus and aniseed notes.

Grape

100% White Grenache

DOMINIO DE UNX
- Garnacha Blanca
S UR LIE-SOBRE LIAS

Gustatory: Unctuous, creamy and full-bodied on the

palate, with a lingering finish. Very pleasant aftertaste
with apricot, peach and fresh citrus hints. Good balance
between fruit and acidity. Very pleasant aftertaste.

Alcohol

13%
Bot/ex
12

Pairing: Perfect with cold meats, salads, stir-fried

vegetables, Mediterranean dishes (rice, pasta and fish),
Asian food and white meat.

Awards

•
.
'

GuiaPeiiin

MundusVini

87Points

Gold Medal
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Wine Advocate

Berliner Wine

RobertParker

Trophy Berlin

87Points

Gold Medal
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Anecoop Bodegas
Dominio de Unx Rose de Saignee
Since 1914, the winegrowers of San Martin de Unx have carefully cultivated the
Grenache variety in a unique mountain setting, respecting the environment to the
utmost and producing wines with their own unique identity. In these areas covered
by scrub ecosystems of brushland vegetation (thyme, rosemary, juniper and
Kermes oak), the Grenache grapes come into their own and develop their unique
characteristics.
Dominio de Unx Rose de saignee is the result of a project to make light-coloured
rose wines using the traditional Navarrese "saignee" or bleeding method. We have
worked with two varieties of Grenache grapes, which are macerated before
fermentation, to reflect the special character of our terroir in a different kind of wine

Our Tasting

DOMAINE DE UNX

Country

Spain

Visual : Bright pale colour, with light purple hints.

D.O./Area

Olfatory: Intense yet subtle and delicate aroma,

Producer

with strong hints of red fruits (strawberries and

Bodegas San Martin

DO.Navarra

raspberries) combined with the aroma of white flowers.
Finish characterized by elegant aniseed notes.

Rose

- Rose de Saignee GRENACHE NOIR
2015

Type

Gustatory: Sweet, unctuous and well-balanced on the

palate with hints of fresh red fruits and a spicy finish.
Smooth with perfectly balanced acidity. Long and very
pleasant aftertaste.

Grape

Black Grenache
Grenache

and

grey

Alcohol
13%
Bot/ex

Pairing: It is perfect with cold meats, salads, stir-fried

12

vegetables, Mediterranean-style food (rice, pasta and
fish) and Asian food.

Awards
ttl- WEIN

onde,

•..,

.
j
W/N£1�

1\/0 8

Berliner Wein Trophy

MundusVini

People's Best

Challenge

Gold Medal

Silver Medal

WineAwards

International duVin

Gold Medal

Gold Medal
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Anecoop Bodegas
Vina Tendida VIDA
White Moscato
Short fermentation in cuve close: natural sweetness from
the must and natural bubbles from the fermentation
process. We repeat the process of fermentation of fresh
must for each batch of bottled product all year long: very
consistent and fresh quality.

Our Tasting

Visual: Light yellow, clean and bright with

thin and persisten bubbles.

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

DO Valencia

Olfatory: Very fruit aromas.

Producer

Bodegas Reymos
Type

Gustatory: Intense with balanced acidity

White

and sweetness. Crispy and fresh with

Grape

elegant sparkling touch. Nice grapey taste.

Moscatel
Alcohol

Pairing : Serve s0 c - 7°C. Appetizers and

desserts. Nice pairing with pizzas and

5%
Bot/ex
12

saladas, cheese.

Awards

---- --•·--·�- ---GuiaPeiiin

MundusVini

People's Best

85 Points

Silver Medal

Wine Awards

+·H+
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Anecoop Bodegas
Vina Tendida - Moscato Rose
Short fermentation in cuve close: natural sweetness from
the must and natural bubbles from the fermentation
process. We repeat the process of fermentation of fresh
must for each batch of bottled product all year long: very
consistent and fresh quality.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

DO Valencia

Visual : Light strawberry colored

Producer

Bodegas Reymos
Type

Olfatory: Very fruit aromas.

White
Grape

Moscato - Garnacha

Gustatory: Intense with balanced acidity

and sweetness. Crispy and fresh with

Alcohol

elegant sparkling touch. Nice grapey taste.

5%
Bot/ex
12

Pairing : Serve soc - 70c. Appetizers and

desserts. Nice pairing with pizzas and
saladas, cheese.

Awards

---- --•··�-

--

Guia Peiiin

Mundus Vini

People's Best

Decanter UK

84 Points

Silver Medal

Wine Awards

Bronze Medal

+·H+
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CARABAL
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VINEDOS Y BODEGA

Carabal Rasgo 2015
Red wine aged for 6 months in French Oak barrels
Its label represents the features of the land and natural beauty of Extremadura. With
its vivid and intense red and purple colors, the primary aromas of red fruit stand out on
light memories of clean woods that it obtains after its brief passage through the barrel.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Attractive cherry red color with violet tones

DO Ribera del Guadiana
Producer

Olfatory: On the nose there is a perfect combination of

Bodega Carabal

its primary aromas, red plum, scrub and blackberries,

Type

with aging, dry wood and cocoa.

Red
Grape

Gustatory: The red fruit stands out in the mouth, not

lacking in complexity. Rich, tasty and fresh. Good taste
today and with positive evolution.

Syrah, Tempranillo
Vintage

2015
Alcohol

14,5%
Aging

6 Months French Oak
Bot/ex

12

International Awards

•

Premios

CINVE Awards

Virtus '20 (Lisbon)

Mezquita de Cordoba

Gold Medal

Gold Medal

Gold Medal

+I&♦

•
.... -Awards

..

Silver Medal

BACCHUS

GuiaRepsol

Premios Arribe

Premios Espiga

International Awards

92Points

Silver Medal

Gold Medal

Silver Medal

Silver Medal

GD
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VINEDOS Y BODEGA

Carabal Cavea 2014
A structured and elegant wine.
Attractive cherry red color of high depth. Complex when firstly approached in the
nose, it shows a wise combination of black fruit, roasted aromas and mineral
background. Meaty and well balanced in the mouth. It has the seal the winery and its
wines: terroir, hills, and a good aging in oak. The tannins predict a long and positive
storage in bottle.

Our Tasting

Country
Spain

Visual : Clean cherry red color with perfect rim.
Olfatory: High intensity aromas, with clear notes of

ripe fruit, black plum and light roasted wood. The
memories of dried rosemary, eucalyptus and low mount
appear.
Gustatory: Fresh and pleasant mouthfeeL In the

center a harmonic set of fruit and wood. Fine and
elegant step. It ends on the rise, with memories of cocoa
and dark chocolate.

D.O./Area
DO Ribera del Guadiana
Producer
Bodega Carabal
Type
Red
Grape
Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon,
Ternpranillo y Graciano
Vintage
2015
Alcohol
14,5%
Aging
11 Months French Oak
Bot/ex
12

Awards

International Awards
Virtus '20 (Lisbon)
Great Gold Medal

+•a+

Premios
Mezquita de Cordoba
Gold Medal

CINVE Awards
Silver

BACCHUS
International Awards
Silver Medal

Silver Medal
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CARABAL
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Carabal Gulae 2014
A complex and sophisticated wine. Red color very bright covered. From the first
moment Guale attracts by its aroma, a part of mountain (dry rosemary, thyme) an
earth part (minerality) and a part of bouquet (pharmacopoeia) Surprising again in the
mouth, round, with personality. Lots of red fruit (marmalade) followed by a high quality
wood that acompanies the wine without seizing it. Long-lasting ending that will be
eternal after aging in bottle.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Beautiful cherry red color and very high rim

DO Ribera del Guadiana
Producer

Olfatory: Complex and intense aroma that unfolds in

Bodega Carabal

layers. First specifically, cinnamon, clean wood, cocoa,

Type

tobacco, ginger, and in the end bounces the fruit, small,

Red

black.

Grape

Selection of our best grapes

Gustatory: Immense in the mouth, tasty, structured,

with energy. More fruity than nose, well armed. A great
wine, which will be bigger with its passage in the bottle

Vintage

2014
Alcohol

14,5%
Aging

19 Months French Oak
Bot/ex

12

•

Awards

•

. ....
..

BACCHUS

Premios Espiga

BACCHUS

International Awards

Gold Medal

International Awards

.,

Silver Medal
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Gold Medal
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ESCUDERO

LOGOS CHARDONNAY
The grapes come from the family owned vineyards located at the slopes of
Monte Yerga at an altitude of 700 meters above sea level.
The grapes were harvested in very healthy condition and with a perfect
quality of aromas. The elaboration method of this wine proceeds from an
investigation in which a new experimentation method is used to obtain a
white wine with much more longevity than usual.
30% of the wine is fermented in American oak barrels. This way, the white
wine will have a positive evolution inside the bottle and its life will be much
longer.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain

G

Visual: Clean and bright, pale yellow with

greenish tones.

D.O./Area

DO.Navarra
Producer

Bodegas Escudero

AY

CHARDO

Olfatory: The aroma is intense with a frutal and

soft aroma of cask that makes it very nice.

Type

White
Grape

60% Viura. 40% Chardonnay

RIOJA

"•••• ,

0111c

•

Gustatory: On the palate it is rich in nuances

Alcohol

with an adequate acidity and balance.

12,5-13%
Bot/ex
12

Pairing: Appetizers, grilled fish, rice, pasta and

oriental food.
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ESCUDERO

LOGOS ROSADO
The vineyards are located on the banks of Navarra, in the foothills of the
Iberian mountain range, under the influence of Moncayo mountain.
It is a free run wine, according to the traditional method of Navarra.
The wine has stayed 18 hours in maceration with the peels, to a low
temperature of 11°c, and soon 40% of must was extracted and left to rest for
24 hours in order to clean it by precipitation.
The fermentation was done in new American oak barrels where the wine
remained for 4 months of further aging.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain

G

Visual: Light strawberry with copper tones

proceeding from the barrique.

D.O./Area

DO.Navarra
Producer

Bodegas Escudero

RO ADO
"R1·mentado en 'Bat-ri· "

Olfatory: Mature red fruits aromas, creamy spicy

touch and with vanilla bottom.

Type

White
Grape

70% Garnacha, 30% Ternpranillo

. A

ARRA

D.:fk1Mln"-,;1.,,,,

0,

Gustatory: Ample in mouth, filling it of fruit

Alcohol

flavors of the variety, With a slight touch of good

13,5%

oak. Excellent balance between alcohol and

Bot/ex

acidity.

12

Pairing: Vegetables, rice and grills.
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ESCUDERO

LOGOS MERLOT

In the foothills of the Iberian Cordillera and under the influence of the
Moncayo mountain, our Hacienda Logos is located in the La Sarcia Estate,
with vineyards of an average age of 40 years cultivated in very poor
limestone lands, as a consequence the yields are very low.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain

Visual : Dark maroon colour with good cover.

D.O./Area

DO.Navarra
Producer

Olfatory: On the nose it is fruity, with notes of

LOGOS

berries and aromas of grape skins due to its great
maceration, with a slight touch of vanilla from the
barrel.

Bodegas Escudero
Type

Red
Grape

100%Merlot
Vintage

MERLOT
-RED WINE-

Gustatory: On the palate, spicy with notes of

raisins and berries. Very complex and elegant,
forceful yet friendly.

NAVARRA
Denominacion de Origen

2011
Aging

3 months in new French oak
barrels
Alcohol

Pairing: It will perfectly accompany strong and

14%

semi-cured cheeses, red meat and game. Stews

Bot/ex

with meat and legumes. Ham and sausages

12
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ESCUDERO

LOGOS CABERNET

In the foothills of the Iberian Cordillera and under the influence of the
Moncayo mountain, our Hacienda Logos is located in the La Sarcia Estate,
with vineyards of an average age of 40 years cultivated in very poor
limestone lands, as a consequence the yields are very low.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain

Visual : Dark maroon colour with good cover.

D.O./Area

DO.Navarra
Producer

Olfatory: On the nose, penetrating aroma of

LOGOS

berries due to the great maceration and violets
with a touch of green pepper and vanilla from the
barrel.

Bodegas Escudero
Type

Red
Grape

100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Vintage

CABERNET
-RED WINE-

Gustatory: In the mouth it has good structure

2011

and lots of complexity. It is very vigorous as well

Aging

as friendly. Round and very tasty.

3 months in new French oak
barrels
Alcohol

NAVARRA
Denomlnacion de Origen

Pairing: Legumes, stews with meat, red meat, all

14%

kinds of game and strong cheeses. Ham and

Bot/ex

sausages.

12
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ESCUDERO

LOGOSI
The vineyards are located on the banks of Navarra, in the foothills of the
Iberian mountain range, under the influence of the Moncayo mountain.
The grapes come from vineyards with an average age of 60 years.
After maceration, the wine is transferred to new French oak barrels (70%)
and new American (30%) and remained there for 16 months. During the
aging process, the barrels were racked 4 times. After bottling the wine spent
12 months in the bottle cellar before being commercialized.

LOGOS I
NAVARRA
Denominacion de Origen

Our Tasting
Country

Spain

Visual: Deep cherry color with purple trimmings.

D.O./Area

DO.Navarra

Olfatory: On the nose, notes of wild berries and

funds of roasted oak. We also perceive aromas of
black fruit (plums) at its best point of ripeness,
floral notes.
Gustatory: The palate is round with a fruited

load and fresh acidity. Tasty and persistent finish.
Pairing: Will accompany perfectly semi aged

sheep cheese, roasted red meat and game.

Producer

Bodegas Escudero
Type

Red
Grape

40% Garnacha. 30%
Ternpranillo. 30% Cabernet
Vintage

2004
Aging

16 months in new French and
new American oak barrels
Alcohol

Awards

14%
Bot/ex

12
MundusVini

Gold Medal
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ESCUDERO

LOGOS II
The vineyards are located on the banks of Navarra, in the foothills of the
Iberian mountain range, under the influence of the Moncayo mountain.
The grapes come from vineyards with an average age of 60 years.
After maceration, the wine transferred to fine American oak barrels and
remain there for 14 months. During the aging process, the barrels are racked
4 times. After bottling the wine, it spends 12 months in the bottle cellar before
being commercialized.

LOGOS II
NAVARRA
Denominacion de Origen

Our Tasting
Country

Spain

Visual : Cherry colour with dark garnet tones.

D.O./Area

DO.Navarra

Olfatory: On the nose, aromas of the maceration

and Garnacha fruit that are enhanced by the
contributions of the noble oak.

Producer

Bodegas Escudero
Type

Red
Grape

Gustatory: The palate is fine, elegant and

unctuous. Long aftertaste persistent.

60% Garnacha. 20%
Ternpranillo. 10% Cabernet.
10%Merlot
Vintage

2011

Pairing: Will accompany perfectly semi aged

sheep cheese, roasted red meat and game

Awards

--

Bruxelles

Aging

14 months in American oak
barrels
Alcohol

14%
Bot/ex

12

Gold Medal
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ESCUDERO

ARVUM

ARVUM
Things as always. The most traditional way of elaborating wines in Rioja. The love of
our parents, Antonia and Benito Escudero who guided us to the cultivation of the
centenary vineyards from which the grapes are used for the elaboration of Arvum.
It is the sincerest tribute that we, their sons and daughters, want to convey in the
clearest correspondence, the dedication and the tenderness with which is held
together around a big dream. Some things never change over time.
The oldest vineyards between 80 and 120 years are located on the Cuesta de la Reina
estate, property of the family for over 4 generations, located on the south side of Mount
Yerga.

RIOIA

O{N0MtNACl6N 01 OltGlN CAl1'JCAOA

ARVUM
RED

Country

Our Tasting

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Very covered cherry red.

WINE

DORioja
Producer

Olfatory: Fine and elegant aromas of creamy toasts

Bodegas Escudero

and ripe fruit. Showing a great expression and

Type

complexity.

Red
Grape

Gustatory: Potent on the palate, meaty and round, rich

in nuances. Complex and elegant retronasal.

100% Vidau (40% Tempranillo.
40% Garnacha. 20% Others)
Vintage

Pairing: Goes perfectly with cured cheeses, beef,

roasts, big and small game, partridge, wild boar and
deer. Goes even well with sauced or spicy meat.

2013
Alcohol

14%
Bot/ex

6

Awards

--

WineAdvocate

93+ / 100 points
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ESCUDERO

VIDAU
With the word "Vidau", our ancestors referred to those vineyards with which
were planted with different varietals.
One word, a concept that Bodegas Escudero brings up to date from the past
and projects into the future.
From the best selection of mature grapes from these old vines, a grateful and
sincere wine arises, extraordinarily complex and very natural. A wine that
sinks into the roots of tradition and evokes memories of the time all that
remains.

Our Tasting
Country

Spain

Visual : Well covered cherry red.

D.O./Area

DORioja

Olfatory: Intense aromas with hints of ripe fruit,

spices, balsamic and well assembled oak.

��
RIOJA

D[NOMINACION OE OIUGtN CAI.IFICADA

Producer

Bodegas Escudero

Gustatory: Meaty and flavorful on the palate,

well balanced and tannic. Nuanced long finish

Type

Red

dominated by ripe fruit and aging notes.

Grape

Pairing: The wine will accompany perfectly with

Aging

100%Vidau

cheese, beef, roasts, big and small game, rabbit,
partridge, wild boar, roe deer and even meats in

18 months in French (80%) and
Rumanian (20%) oak barrels
Vintage

spicy sauce.

2004
Alcohol

14%

Awards
�WINE
ENTHUSIASl

91 /100

ttej;t�s

--

90+

Wine Enthusiast

Wine Advocate

91 / 100 points

90+ points

&J,1,1,A
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ESCUDERO

SOLAR DE BECQUER CRIANZA
Located on the south of Monte Yerga on the sun faced side of the slopes, the Cuesta
de la Reina Estate commences at an altitude of 450 meters and ascends to 800
meters. The soils, clayey-calcareous, are very poor and with abundance of boulders.
The estate of 120 Hectares has belonged to the family for four generations and the
family itself has always cultivated the vineyard. The approximate average age of the
vines is 45 years.
Following a meticulous monitoring of the vineyard, the grapes are harvested at
optimum maturity. The harvest is done manually by selecting healthy and ripe grapes
and rejecting the bad and deteriorated. Once in the winery, the grapes are selected
again on a conveyor belt.

SOLAR.
D€B€CQU€R_
RIOJA
-•O.,...C,,,,..,,

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Bright ruby red.

DO.Rioja
Producer

Olfatory : Clean and complex on the nose, Harmony of

Bodegas Escudero

fruit with notable hints of fine oak.

Type

Red

CRIANZA

Gustatory: Well-structured on the palate, savory and

balanced. The wine shows great character and has a
long persistence. Complex retro nasal. elegant with
notes of quality barrel wood.

Grape

70% Tempranillo. 20% Mazuelo.
10% Garnacha
Vintage

2013

Pairing: Accompanies perfectly with semi aged

cheeses, red meat, roasts, stews and game.

Alcohol

13.5-14%
Bot/ex

12

Awards
Restauradores Magazine

Best Wines of the Year
91/100 Points
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ESCUDERO

SOLA.R.
€ B€CQlJ€

SOLARDEBECQUERJOVEN
Located on the south of Monte Yerga on the sun faced side of the slopes, the Cuesta
de la Reina Estate commences at an altitude of 450 meters and ascends to 800
meters. The soils, clayey-calcareous, are extremely poor and with abundance of
boulders.
The estate of 120 Hectare has belonged to the family for four generations and the
family itself has always cultivated the vineyard.

Our Tasting

SOLAR.
D€ B€CQ1J€R.
RlOJA

Omn�,kQrizn�

Visual : Cherry red color with purple hues that highlight

his youth.

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

DO.Rioja
Producer

Bodegas Escudero

Olfatory: Clean in the nose with aromas of little wild

berries, red fruits and anise.

Type

Red
Grape

\IINO

)OVEN

Gustatory: On the palate, a warm presence, slightly

astringent what proposes a pleasant finish, fresh and
fruity.

80 % Tempranillo.
20 % Garnacha
Alcohol
13%
Bot/ex
12

Pairing: Creamy cheeses, dressed meat without too

much pepper and white meat with creamy sauces.

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMSPAIN
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ESCUDERO

SOLARDEBECQUERRESERVA
Located on the south of Monte Yerga on the sun faced side of the slopes, the Cuesta
de la Reina Estate commences at an altitude of 450 meters and ascends to 800
meters. The soils, clayey-calcareous, are very poor and with abundance of boulders.
The estate of 120 Hectares has belonged to the family for four generations and the
family itself has always cultivated the vineyard. The approximate average age of the
vines is 55 years.

--�

SOLAR.
DEB€CQUER.
RIOJA
°"""""'"""°"""-

Following a meticulous monitoring of the vineyard, the grapes are harvested at
optimum maturity. The harvest is done manually by selecting healthy and ripe grapes
and rejecting the bad and deteriorated. Once in the winery, the grapes are selected
again on a conveyor belt.

Our Tasting
Visual : Brick red deep covered.
Olfatory: Clean, complex and with a good intensity on

RESERVA

the nose. Red fruit aromas well conjoined with those of

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

DO.Rioja
Producer

Bodegas Escudero

the aging. Balsam, spices (pepper), tobacco and leather.

Type

Gustatory: Well structured, tasty, large, soft but with

Grape

character and a good harmony in its flavors. Complex
and clean retro nasal.

Red

70% Tempranillo. 20% Mazuelo.
10% Garnacha
Alcohol

Pairing: Jamon serrano and lberico. Aged cheese, red

meat, stews and game.

13.5%
Bot/ex

12

Awards
�WINE
ENTHUSIAST

91

/100
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ESCUDERO

SOLAR DE BECQUER
GRAN RESERVA
Located on the south of Monte Yerga on the sun faced side of the slopes, the Cuesta
de la Reina Estate commences at an altitude of 450 meters and ascends to 800
meters. The soils, clayey-calcareous, are very poor and with abundance of boulders.
The estate of 120 Hectares has belonged to the family for four generations and the
family itself has always cultivated the vineyard. The approximate average age of the
vines is 60 years.
Following a meticulous monitoring of the vineyard, the grapes are harvested at
optimum maturity. The harvest is done manually by selecting healthy and ripe grapes
and rejecting the bad and deteriorated. Once in the winery, the grapes are selected
again on a conveyor belt.

SOLAR.
D€B€CQU€R.
RIO)A
--•o..-�

Our Tasting
Visual : Bright ruby red.

GRAN RES ERVA
Olfatory: Brick red deep covered.
Gustatory: Well structured, savory, ample and well

balanced. Pleasent finish and harmonized flavors.
Complex retronasal, in which we find balsamics and
good oak. Finishes elegantly.
Pairing: Jamon Serrano and lberico, aged cheese, red

meats, stews and roasts.

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

DO.Rioja
Producer

Bodegas Escudero
Type

Red
Grape

70% Tempranillo.15% Garnacha.
15%Mazuelo
Alcohol

13.5 %
Bot/ex
12
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Godeval 2018-2019
Noble white wine of approximately 12.5 degrees of alcohol, monovarietal, in which the
Godello variety concentrates its characteristics shaped by the Atlantic climate with
continental influence and by the slate soil in which the vines are settled. lt is a young
and aromatic wine, of which you will always ask for another glass.

OurTasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Greenish yellow color with pearly reflections.

DO Valdeorras
Producer

Olfatory: 11 has an excellent and pronounced aroma, it

is intense, delicate, elegant and with hints of tree fruit.

Bodegas Godeval
Type

White

Gustatory: On the palate it is light, smooth and tasty.

lts acidic and sweet touches give it balance and make it
a very personal wine, with a marked structure.

Grape

Godello
Vintage

2018

Pairing: This wine should be served at 6-8 º Celsius. 11

7�wy,,,,,,w,,,¡;,,,.-,..,, fjh/___g;wf g;;,6-v/tL!

,;,,,y�/1

combines perfectly with shellfish, fish, preserves,
mushrooms and soft cheeses.

Alcohol

14.1%
Bot/cx

12

Wine&Spirits
BestBuyW&S

Top100

• •
---- ----

92Points

91Points

+·IE+ +·k♦
Awards

@

Acio de OuroAwards

GuíaPeñín

RobertParker

Josh Raynolds

GoldMedal

92Points

91Points

Vinous

+i&+

91Points

90Points

♦4·11·+
90Points

E·l•i=+
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Premios

Wine Spectator

Asociacion

Monovino

100 Top World
Wines

98/100 Points

GoldMedal
92Points

+•a+

Galega

♦4·11+
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(;odevo.(
BODEGA

Godeval Cepas Vellas
Noble white wine of approximately 13 degrees of alcohol, monovarietal that evolves
well in the bottle and improves with the passage of time. It comes from selected
grapes from the winery's oldest vineyards and with a vinification process in the
presence of its own lees for about 5 months in stainless steel tanks. A complete,
full-bodied wine that surprises from the first moment and remains in the memory.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

DO Valdeorras

Visual: Greenish yellow color with golden tones.

Producer

Olfatory: Aroma of medium intensity, clean, enveloping

Bodegas Godeval

with hints of ripe fruit (apple, melon and pineapple) and

Type

fine field herbs (fennel and mint).

White
Grape

Vina. Godeva(

Gustatory: In the mouth it is especially pleasant, with a

balance of sweet sensations that provide body and

Vintage

volume, acid flavors that give freshness, and highly

2013

complex mineral notes provided by the slate of the soil

Alcohol

from; offering a set of long and pleasant sensations.

13,5%
Bot/ex

Pairing: This wine should be served at 8 10°
-

12

centigrade. It harmonizes with shellfish, fish, game

VALDEORRAS D.O.

•
--

meats, mushrooms and creamy cheeses.

Awards

Wine Spectator

Decanter 2016

ABCWines Guide

17/100 TopWorld Wines

92Points

92Points

75/100 TopWorld Wines

+·le+
+·IE+

Godello

2019

91 Points

36/100 - 92 Points
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Wine&Spirits

GuiaPeiiin

Josh Raynolds

93Points

Vinous

94Points

92Points

+•a+

....
Best BuyW&S

Top100

92 Points 91 Points
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BODEGA

Godeval RE·Vl·VAL
Bodegas Godeval presents this limited series of 6,600 bottles, the result of the selection of
grapes from its emblematic "Pancho" vineyard, one of the oldest on the property, and
marked by its slate soil and special microclimate, within the continentalized Atlantic climate
that affects the Ourense region of Valdeorras.
This wine is a tribute to the REVIVAL Project (Restructuring Viñedos Valdeorras) that
recovered the variety in the 70s. That inspiring work today encourages our goal of
continuing to seek the greater expressiveness of Godello, resorting to an R&D project, on
cryomaceration, Made in collaboration with EVEGA (Galician Viticulture and Oenology
Station) and aged on lees.

OurTasting

Country

Spain

Visual : The color is dressed in yellow with many

greenish reflections, friendly and fresh to the eye.

D.O./Area

DO Valdeorras
Producer

Bodegas Godeval

Olfatory: On the nose, its aromatic intensity and great

personality stand out. In fruity aromas, citrus, lime, pink
grapefruit and notes of herbaceous and citrus ginger
stand out. In the background appears white fruit, water
pear, exotic apple and hints of stone fruit such as peach.
Also appear the vegetable memories of fennel, bay leal

R

c;odeva{
.J

·VA

l,Ol>LI 10

"'"

and mint.

Type

White
Grape

Godello
Vintage
2018
Alcohol

Gustatory: On the palate its intensity, persistence and

14,1%

balanced acidity certainly speak volumes. 11 is silky and

Bot/cx

enveloping with a great aromatic finish and a slight

12

bitterness. Over the years it will offer a wide range of
sensations.

Awards

Robert Parker 2017

91 Points

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMSPAIN
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95Points

93Points
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(;odevo.(
BODEGA

Godeval 1986
Godeval 1986, a barre! fermented godello. The characteristics of the 2017 vintage,
well-ripened grapes and excellent health, have determined the moment to opt for the
vinification of a Godello wine fermented in a new 500-liter French oak barre!, which
has subsequently been aged on its fine lees for 4 months.
The wooden barre! should not be considered only as a container, the most importan!
thing is its contribution to the wine with positive characteristics. The wood chosen is a
French oak, Quercus Petraea, of fine grade, with a high content of polyphenols and
with a medium toast.
The result has been a powerful and well-structured wine, which will last very well over
time and will give many satisfactions.

OurTasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : At sight it has a crystalline, bright appearance, with

a very vivid greenish-yellow color.

DO Valdeorras
Producer

Bodegas Godeval

Olfatory: On the nose, primary aromas of pome fruits, ripe

apple, pear, acerola are appreciated. Aromatic herbs from
the field appear in depth, with hints of fennel, thyme,

<:;od

119

Type

White

oregano and undergrowth. Very subtle and elegant aroma.

Grape

Gustatory: A vibran! mouth, with a fresh passage,

Vintage

emphasized by the character of the godello in its passage.
With a balsamic, wide, tasty, glyceric aftertaste. Good

Godello

2018
Alcohol

structure and spaciousness. Final bitterness that lengthens

14,1%

it and contributes to the elegance as in other great wines.
The wood did a great job without taking center stage.

Bot/cx
2

Pairing: A very gastronomic wine that invites you to drink

accompanied by simple, or elaborate and forceful dishes. 11
is recommended to serve at 9 12ºC.
-

Awards

-- --

GuíaPeñín
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HlJOS DE ANTONIO POLO

Pagos de Pefiafiel Roble
This wine was made from the variety Tinto Fino. The fermentation of grapes took
place in stainless stel vats of 10.000 litres under controlled temperatures.
Aged 5 months in oak, and 3 months in the bottle.

Our Tasting
Visual : Deep cherry-red with violet tones.
Olfatory: Aromas of beries, light background of vanilla

from the wood.

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Ribera del Duero
Producer

Hijos de Antonio Polo
Type

Gustatory: Smooth refreshing passage over the

palette.

Red Wine
Grape

100% Tempranillo
Aging

5 Months in Oak Barrels
3 Months in the Bottle
Alcohol

14.5%
Bot/ex
12
Not available in

New Jersey. New York
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HlJOS DE ANTONIO POLO

Pagos de Pefiafiel Crianza
The Crianza Pagos de Penafiel is made carefully from old vines being 100%
Tempranillo. The grapes are sourced from vineyard sites raging from 45m and 42
years old. It ages for 14 months in oak barrels. Predominate complex aromas very
subtle and a pleasant aftertaste.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain

Visual : Cherry purple and raspberries whic has intense

D.O./Area

Ribera del Duero

fruity creamy oaky notes and juicy tannins.
Producer

Olfatory: Very elegant, predominantly complex

PAGOS DE PEN AF I EL

aromas and dry finish.

Type

Gustatory: A pleasant aftertaste leaves it light and

Grape

Red Wine

CRIANZA
HIJOS DE ANTONIO POLO

R-1 BERA DEL OUERO

100% Tempranilo

very subtle.

Dcnominaci6n de Origen

Hijos de Antonio Polo

Aging

14 Months in Oak
Barrels
Alcohol

14,5%
Bot/ex
12
Not available in

New Jersey. New York

Awards

Brussels World

Decanter

Contest

Silver Medal

Gold Medal

♦41t+
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HlJOS DE ANTONIO POLO

Pagos de Pefiafiel Reserva
This particular wine is made from 50 years old. Begins to process oak. Aged at least
16 months in oak and 24 months in bottle.

RIBERA DEL DUERO
OENOMINACION DE ORIGEN

Our Tasting

Country

Spain

Visual : Black cherry with tawny ruby intense.

D.O./Area

Ribera del Duero

Olfatory : Very expressive aromas of black fruits.

Producer

Gustatory: On the palette is velvey and blended with a

Type

well-structured body, creamy, oak notes and juicy
tannins define the long finish.

Hijos de Antonio Polo

Red Wine
Grape

100% Tempranillo
Aging

18 Months in Oak Barrels
24 Months in the Bottle

Awards

Alcohol
Brussels World
Contest

Silver Medal

14.5%
Bot/ex
12
Not available in

New Jersey. New York

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMSPAIN
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HlJOS DE ANTONIO POLO

Pagos de Pefiafiel Vendimia Seleccion
Harvest done manually in 18Kg boxes, passed through a careful selection process.
Two selection tables, for bunches and grapes and 16 months of aging in new Oak
barrels and 16 more months in the bottles.

Our Tasting
Visual: Intense cherry color and granat edging, high layer.

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Ribera del Duero

Olfatory: Red/ black fruit, balsamic and toasted notes.

Producer

Gustatory: Enveloping and velvety. With good acidity.

Type

Long aftertaste.

Hijos de Antonio Polo

Red Wine
Grape

Tinto Fino
Vintage

2009

Aging

Awards

16 Months in Oak Barrels
16 Months in the Bottle
Decanter

Silver Medal

Alcohol
14.5%
Bot/ex
6
Not available in

New Jersey. New York
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Amador Medrano Tempranillo
Single vineyard

The fermentation are always at low temperatures and with intense pumping and
pumching. High-end wines are always in contact with wood. Vats or processing and
new French oak barreis for aging.

OurTasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

DO Rioja

Visual : Deep cherry red with purple flashes.

Producer

Olfatory: Direct with aromas of red fruits, mineral,

balsamic and floral hints.

Bodegas Medrana lrazu
Type

Red

Gustatory: Very well balanced on the palate, fresh and

lively. Predominance of ripe fruit with a slight touch of
liquorice.

Vineyard

Pairing: Meat, poultry and cheese.

Santa Agueda

O

TE��

Grape

100% Tempranilla;
90% Carbonic maceration
10% destemmed.

Vintage

2018

;ii
,.,.,.,.,.

Alcohol

14.5%

RIOJA

DENOMINACIÓN DE ORIGEN CAUFICAD.l

O 'lfDAD BODF<.,AS MfDAANO IRMU

flV LA

Bot/cx
6

• •

Awards

--

GuiaPeñín

Guía Proensa

DecanterWWA

91 Points

90Points

Silver Medal
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Amador Medrano
Colección Privada
Single vineyard

The fermentation are always at low temperatures and with intense pumping and
pumching. High-end wines are always in contact with wood.
Vats or processing and new French oak barreis for aging.

Country

OurTasting

Spain
D.O./Area

DO Rioja

Visual : Deep garnet with viole! edges.
Producer

Olfatory: Pleasant nose of ripe fruit, with intense notes

COLECCIÓN PRIVADA

Bodegas Medrana lrazu

of toast, vanilla and cocoa.

Type

Gustatory: Complex, wide and elegant. Powerful but

Grape

Red

at the same time friendly with a very pleasant aftertaste
and a long finish.

100% Tempranilla
Vineyard

Los Llanos

Pairing: Perfect with stewed and grilled meat and

cured cheese.

Vintage

2016
Alcohol

14.5%

RIOJA
Ageing

14 months in French oak barrel
Bot/cx
6

Awards

TimAtkins

GuiaPeñín

92Points

92Points

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMSPAIN
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Guía Proensa

DecanterWWA

95Points

Silver Medal

96

Amador Medrano Terra
Single vineyard

The fermentatioin are always at low temperatures and with intense pumping and
pumching. High-end wines are always in contact with wood. Vats or processing and
new French oak barrels for aging.The fermentatioin are always at low temperatures
and with intense pumping and pumching.
High-end wines are always in contact with wood. Vats or processing and new French
oak barrels for aging.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Deep cherry red colour with purple edges that

reflect its intensity and elegance.

DORioja
Producer

Bodegas Medrano lrazu

�MJw
TERRA

Red

Gustatory: Its fine and elegant tannins stand out, being

100% Tempranillo

Grape

at the same time fresh and very pleasant to the palate.
Pairing: Very versatile for both bars and tables. A

I

l
-;

Type

aromas of vanilla and coconut.

Vineyard

Los Llanos

. _..,.�'

r/

Olfatory: Ripe red fruit in perfect armony with the soft

wine for any occasion.

Vintage

2017
Alcohol

14,5%
Ageing

RIOJA

9 months in French oak barrel

0ENOMINAC16N OE ORIG&:N CAU'1CAOA

Bot/ex
6

• • • -Awards

Tim Atkins

90Points

GuiaPeiiin

Guia Proensa

DecanterWWA

CINVE

92Points

92Points

Bronze Medal

Gold Medal

&J,11,A
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Medrano lrazu
Vendimia Seleccionada 2018
The fermentation are always at low temperatures and with intense pumping and
pumching. High-end wines are always in contact with wood. Vats or processing and
new French oak barreis for aging.

MBDRANO
vENDIMIA IRAZU
8
ONADA zol
SELECCI

OurTasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Cherry red colour, good coverage with high

layer, intense and powerful.

DO Rioja
Producer

Bodegas Medrana lrazu

Olfatory: Frank nose, with hints of fennel, candy and

Type

violets in harmony with hints of coffee.

Red
Grape

Gustatory: In the mouth it shows mineral feelings and

a good balance between alcohol, acidity and tannins.

100% Tempranilla
Vintage

2018

Pairing: Perfect with lamb stews, grilled meats and

cured cheeses.

Vineyard

Laguardia y Elvillar
Alcohol

14,5%
Ageing

6 months in French oak barre!
GuiaPeñín

91 Points

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING I WINECATALOG I WINESFROMSPAIN
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Medrano lrazu Crianza
The fermentation are always at low temperatures and with intense pumping and
pumching. High-end wines are always in contact with wood.
Vats or processing and new French oak barreis for aging.

B

o

OurTasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Bright cherry colour with purple edges.

DO Rioja
Producer

Olfatory: Notes of ripe fruit with a touch of vanilla and

toast from the barreis.

Bodegas Medrana lrazu
Type

Red

Gustatory: On the palate it is wide, elegant, with soft

Grape

tannins and a long, clean finish.

100% Tempranilla

Pairing: Perfect with mea!, poultry and cheese.

•
Guía Proensa

95Points

Vintage

2017
Vineyard

Laguardia y Elvillar
Alcohol

14.5%
Ageing

12 months in French and
American oak barrel
Bot/cx

12
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MBDRANO

Medrano lrazu Young
Our harvest is made by hand between the end of September and the beginning of
October. Alter an initial selection in the vineyard, the grapes are transported in 12
kg plastic boxes to the winery. Once there, we begin the selection process on the
table, always choosing the grapes by size and weight to ensure the best grapes.

t

Finally, with the aging in French and American oak barreis not older than 5 years,
we finish the elaboration providing that harmony, balance and expressiveness that
we look for in all our wines.

MBDRANO

OurTasting

RIOJA

Country

Spain

DENOMINACIÓN DE ORIGEN CALIFICADA

D.O./Area

Visual : Viole! color with blue hints that denote

DO Rioja

freshness and youth.

Producer

Olfatory: Intense and perfumed. First notes of

Type

carbonic maceration that give way to floral aromas

Red

accompanied by fruits of the forest.

Grape

Bodegas Medrana lrazu

100% Tempranilla

Gustatory: Lively and tenacious with easy entry in !he

mouth. Freshly picked fruit flavours stand out.
Pairing: Perfect with apetizers, mea! and barbacues.

Vineyard

Laguardia y Elvillar
Vintage

2019
Alcohol

14,5%
Bot/cx

12
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Pomar Roble

Quality wine made from selected 100% Tempranillo grapes, from the Pomar
family vineyards, between 15 and 30 years old and located at 850 meters of
altitude. The complexity and elegance of the variety stands out after spending 6
months in French oak barrels.

Our Tasting

Visual : Cherry Red color, maintains purple reflections

with remarkable intensity in bluish hues.

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Olfatory : Fine and soft scented aromas, blackberry

and wild berries in harmony and balance with more
MESES

spicy nuances, vanilla and licorice.

6 BARR1CA

SELECC16N OE VIT/CULTOR

Gustatory: Broad, with exquisite roundness, smooth

passage and intense final flavor with slight fruit and floral
reminiscences.
RIBERA DEL DUERO

DO Ribera de Duero
Producer

Bodegas Pomar de Burgos
Vintage

2018
Alcohol

14,5%
Type

Red
Grape

100% Tempranillo
Aging

6 Months French Oak Barrel
Bot/ex

12

LOVEMARKADVANCEDTRADING
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Pomar Crianza 2016
Red Crianza made from selected 100% Tempranillo grapes, from the Pomar
family vineyards, over 30 years old and located at 850 meters of altitude.
T he complexity and elegance of the variety stands out after spending 14
months in French oak barrels.

A DEL DUERO
, i!,jACION DE ORIGEN

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Medium-high layer characteristic of the harvest

DO Ribera de Duero

with youth rebees that make their aging more attractive.

Producer

Olfatory: Fruits of the forest with slightly vanilla aromas

Vintage

that, with oxygenation, mix with pleasant aromas of

Pomar Bodega y Vinedos

2016

cinnamon and licorice fini accompanied by pleasant

Alcohol

toasted notes.

14.5%
Type

Gustatory: In the mouth, a soft attack that gives way to

a broad balanced wine with persistent fruity nuances.

Red
Grape

100% Tempranillo
Aging

14 Months French Oak Barrel
Bot/ex

12
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Pomar Reserva 2010
845 meters of altitude: Receives an average of 400 liters of rain per square meter
per year.The average of the vines is 65 years.
Maceration before and after fermentation in stainless steel vats for a duration
between 21 and 40 days.100% of the malolactic fermentation is don in oak barrels.
The aging is done on the lees before and after the malolactic fermentation in new
french oak barrels for a duration of 16 to 20 months, depending on the vintage.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Cherry Red in color, it maintains purple

DO Ribera de Duero

reflections with notable intensity in bluish nuances

Producer

Olfatory: Fine and soft scented aromas, blackberry

Vintage

and wild berries in harmony and balance with more
spicy nuances, vanilla and liquorice.

Pomar Bodega y Vinedos

2010
Alcohol

15%

Gustatory: Wide, exquisitely round, with a smooth and

Type

intense mid palate, and a final flavor with slight fruity and

Red

floral reminiscences.

Grape

100% Tempranillo
Aging

16-20 Months French Oak Barrel
Bot/ex

12
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Hoya del Carmen
Wine made from the best grapes of Tempranillo from our vineyards "Hoya del
Carmen". T he wine combines the fruity character that gives Tempranillo

Our Tasting
Visual : Cherry color with violet edge.

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

DO Manchuela

Olfatory: Intense aroma of red fruit and violets.

Producer

Gustatory: Fruity, tasty, balanced mouth.

Type

Pairing: Creamy cheeses, fish like "bacalao al pil pil",

Grape

and meats such as offal.

Bodegas Vega Tolosa

Young Red Wine

100% Tempranillo
Vintage

2019
Alcohol

13%
Bot/ex

12
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Hoya del Carmen Macabeo 2019
Wine made with grapes of the Macabeo variety. With a distinctive and original touch
due to the composition of the terroir, old vineyards of more than 50 years. Maceration
with temperature control.

Our Tasting
Visual : Straw yellow color, greenish rim.
Olfatory: Aromas of white flowers and hints of white

fruit like Apple and pear.

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

DO Manchuela
Producer

Bodegas Vega Tolosa
Type

Gustatory: In the mouth it is unctuous, with freshness

and very pleasant.

Young White Wine
Grape

100% Macabeo
Vintage

2019
Alcohol

13%
Bot/ex

12
Vegant

made with selected yeasts. NOT
genetically modified; nor clarified
with products of animal origin
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Capricho Di Vino Sauvignon Blanc
With an aging of 6 months in barrels, the harvest takes place on September nights.
After a rigorous selection and destemming of the fruit, the must is extracted and
placed in small stainless steel containers. After a short 48-hour maceration, it
undergoes alcoholic fermentation for two weeks. Finally, the malolactic fermentation
process is applied.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.0./Area

Visual : Straw yellow color, greenish trim.

DO Manchuela
Producer

Olfatory: Citrus, white flowers and tropical fruits.

Bodegas Vega Tolosa
Type

Gustatory: Unctuous, acidity, freshness and pleasant.

Young White Wine
Grape

Macabeo 50%. Sauvignon Blan
35%. Chardonnay 15%
Vintage

2019
Alcohol

12%
Bot/ex

12

Awards

ECOVINO

Gold Medal

--

Pequeiias D.O.'S
Awards

Gold Medal
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Capricho Di Vino Viognier
Wine made with the selection of our best grapes Viognier and a different twist of
Moscatel

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Pale, clean and bright yellow.

Ca ·ch

DO Manchuela
Producer

Olfatory: Aromas of ripe fruit: apricot, banana and

mango.

Bodegas Vega Tolosa
Vintage

2019

Gustatory: The palate is fleshy, round and sweet.

Type

Young White Wine Semidry

Pairing: For fresh food and drink alone.

Alcohol

11%
Grape

Viognier 100%
Bot/ex

12
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Capricho Di Vino Rose
Wine made from the best grapes of Syrah from our vineyards.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual : Pale pink. crystal.

DO Manchuela
Producer

Olfatory : Aromas of strawberry, raspberry and violet.

Bodegas Vega Tolosa
Vintage

Gustatory: The palate is seductive, elegant andsweet.

2017
Type

Comment: For fresh food and drink alone.

Young Rose Wine Semidry
Alcohol
11,5%
Grape

Syrah
Bot/ex
12
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Boballcon
With Bobal Icon we look to offer a wine different, harmonious and with personality that express
the singularity of our 80 years bobal old vines, the microclimate and the privileged location of the
vineyard.
Wine made from a selection of the best grapes from our old vines of Bobal. The wine was aged
for 6 months in trench oak barrels. Our grandparents planted vines of the variety bobal. Pine
forest at that time covered much of the Manchuela. After 80 years, this extraordinary legacy
offers us an excellent raw material for the production of quality wines.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual: Intense ruby color.

DO Manchuela

Olfatory: Nose memories plum jam and cherry, with

hints of spicy herbs and minerals.

Producer

Bodegas Vega Tolosa
Type

Gustatory: In the mouthsmooth and broad, with a soft

acidity and aftertaste of sour cherry jam, plum and black
currant.

Roble Red Wine
Grape

Bobal100%
Vintage

Pairing: Manchegos cheeses,

Lamb Stew.

"atascaburras" and

2018
Alcohol

13.5%
Aging

Awards

3 Months in Barrels
Bot/ex
CIVAS Contest

Gold Medal

12
Not available in

New Jersey. New York
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Finca Los Halcones Ltd. Ed. 2017
This wine is the result of a selection of 60 new French oak barrels, where only 16,600
bottles are made. This wine can create sediments because it has not been clarified or
filtered; so as not to lose your identity.

Our Tasting

Country

Spain
D.O./Area

Visual: Intense garnet color.

DO Manchuela
Producer

Olfatory : Aromas of blackberries, toffee and black

Bodegas Vega Tolosa

pepper.

Type

Red Wine

Gustatory: In the mouth it is fleshy, round and

persistent.

Grape

Bobal100%

Pairing: More subtle and elaborate game dishes and

Vintage

stews . Dare to try them with high purity cocoa chocolate

2017

FIN CA

Alcohol

13,5%
Aging

12 Months in French Oak Barrels
12 Months in Bottle

CEPAS VIEJAS DE BOBAL
EDICl6N LIMITADA
�de5Sbarrlcas, 16.600botellosde750mL N2 10-'76

Bot/ex

12

•

Awards

.

Women's Wine &
Spirits Awards

*"*

--

CIVAS Contest

CINVE Awards

Decanter World

Gold Medal

Gold Medal

Wine Awards

Gold Medal
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Finca Los Halcones Viognier
Finca Los Halcones made with the best Viognier grapes of the 2019 vintage,
fermented and aged in French oak Foudres.
Finca Los Halcones viognier de Vega Tolosa is a unique wine in Spain. Complex,
elegant and surprising. Pioneers in Spain in the plantation, production and
commercialization of this variety of French origin (Rhone Valley), certified as organic
and vegan; under the DOP Manchuela.
100% with Viognier grape. It is a wine in continuous evolution, determined by the
particularity of each vintage that requires a specific elaboration and aging in foudres
in each vintage.
Country

Spain

Our Tasting

D.O./Area

DO Manchuela
Producer

Visual : White wine of great intensity and unique

character. Clean color with golden tones and bright

�
,- INC A

J
NES

,•,oosu::a

flashes.
Olfatory: Memories of peach and apricot, mineral

touches and honeysuckle.

Bodegas Vega Tolosa
Type

Red Wine
Grape

Viognier 100%
Vintage

Gustatory: In the mouth it is tasty, fresh and lively.

Fruity, powerful entry with pleasant notes of toast and
vanilla. Produces salivation and expressive endings.

l!U lilts&
Utl J
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Alcohol

14%
Bot/ex

12
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Address

Warehouse

Contact

Lovemark Advanced Trading Holding LLC

ET Warehouse LLC, 3 Industrial CT.

Web

lovemarktrading.com

304 E Baker Street STE D - Plant City,

Suite #6, Freehold,

Email

orders@lovemarktrading.com

FL (33563)

NJ (07728)

Phone

+1 917 242 8640

+

